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Today, the danger is that fraudulent news and disinformation will become normalized as unsavory but acceptable campaign tactics—just another part of the toolbox of hotly contested modern campaigns.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In this report, PEN America examines the steps taken by technology companies, government actors, and political parties to curb the influence of fraudulent news in the 2018 U.S. midterm elections; examines current legislative proposals to regulate political advertising transparency online; parses the role fraudulent news played in the midterm election cycle; and concludes with recommendations to stakeholders on steps to combat fraudulent news while protecting free expression rights ahead of the 2020 elections.

This report builds on PEN America’s October 2017 report, Faking News: Fraudulent News and the Fight for Truth, which examined how fraudulent news is eroding truth-based civic discourse and constitutes a threat to free expression. Then, as now, PEN America defines fraudulent news as demonstrably false information that is being presented as factual news report with the intention to deceive the public. This report focuses on examples that meet this definition and other forms of disinformation that are presented as truth with the intent to deceive.

For the average American, the 2016 election cycle represented the frightening debut of fraudulent news as a malicious contribution to our national politics. Today, our society is still struggling with the implications and consequences of Russia’s 2016 disinformation campaign, as well as the efforts of disinformation actors motivated by profit or ideology. Today, the danger is that fraudulent news and disinformation will become normalized as unsavory but acceptable campaign tactics—just another part of the toolbox of hotly contested modern campaigns. Given this risk, the threat that fraudulent news poses—not only to our political processes, but to our shared foundation of objective truth—has only grown since 2016, and must be taken seriously as the 2020 election cycle begins.

Efforts to Combat Fraudulent News

Since the fallout from the 2016 elections, technology companies have taken a series of steps designed to blunt the impact of fraudulent news. PEN America’s report examines the actions of three major platforms: Facebook (which additionally owns Instagram), Twitter, and Google (of which YouTube is a subsidiary). All the platforms face the seemingly contradictory pressures of removing fraudulent information while also protecting free expression and avoiding the role of unaccountable global censor.

Platforms have generally responded with actions including revisions to their algorithms; partnerships with third-party fact-checkers and other civic initiatives; increased transparency regarding their advertisements and advertising policies; new waves of account shutdowns for non-compliance with Terms and Conditions; and more active collaboration with political campaigns and the government to proactively combat fraudulent news. The question of whether these new efforts have been successful in stemming the tide of fraudulent news remains unanswered. While several studies have encouragingly indicated that these new tactics have had some success, others argue any self-congratulation is premature.

One key question involves when and how Facebook, Twitter, or Google chooses to shut down the account of a user disseminating fraudulent news or exhibiting behavior indicating the account is ‘inauthentic’. Account shutdowns are widely seen as the most effective and direct way to stop purveyors of fraudulent information, but as a tactic they also represent the most significant risk to the free speech of a platform’s users. Given these dueling concerns, companies must exercise a remarkable amount of care and consistency in both the formulation and the application of their criteria for shutting down accounts, and must ensure appeal mechanisms are clear and accessible.

Additionally, tech company collaboration with government actors offers a proactive means for addressing fraudulent news, but also carries risks to user privacy and free expression. At a minimum, increased transparency around these initiatives is imperative, and social media platforms must be as open as they can with users about what type of information they might share with government bodies and how they decide what to share and when.

PEN America’s report examines the issue of ad transparency in depth. Google, Twitter, and Facebook all sell political ads, and in 2016 foreign agents used these platforms’ ad services to spread disinformation, sow dissension, and suppress voter turnout. In response, all three companies have created their own searchable ad databases, a major effort at increasing the transparency of advertising on their platforms. Even so, critics argue that this is no substitute for legislative solutions like the Honest Ads Act or the For the People Act. While PEN America views legislative
Key Conclusions

- Russian disinformation continues to be a salient threat to our elections, and Russian agents of disinformation are playing a ‘long game’: their focus is not merely on influencing American electoral processes, but on stoking political polarization and sowing distrust in democracy.

- In the past two years, experts and observers have noted a worrying increase in instances of domestic disinformation, with American political actors utilizing fraudulent news and disinformation against political opponents.

- Today, perhaps the greatest threat that fraudulent news poses is the risk that it will become a normalized part of U.S. political discourse. There is a real danger that fraudulent news may become the new normal: a distasteful, but not disqualifying political tactic.

- Technology companies have made significant efforts to reduce the spread of fraudulent news, the results of which are mixed: while important advances have been made, many efforts remain insufficient, while others have caused new problems. Voluntary efforts by technology companies to ensure transparency regarding advertisements on their platforms have so far proven insufficient to prevent their manipulation.

- Micro-targeting capabilities on the platforms have weaponized disinformation, so that what might once have passed muster as simply a hard-edged campaign message in the public arena can now move with stealthy, laser-like efficiency to reach sub-segments of voters while remaining invisible to the wider public or opposing campaigns.

- While both human and automated content review are subject to bias, some combination of the two is likely the most reasonable approach. It is imperative that the platforms that host such a vast portion of our political discourse supplement their current tools with greater numbers of qualified, trained, and sufficiently supported personnel to evaluate content, exercise judgment, and adapt to fast-changing threats.

- Fraudulent news and disinformation in the 2018 midterm election cycle tended to have one of a few objectives: attacking individual candidates, dampening turnout or stoking distrust in the voting process, or amplifying a desired narrative about a particular political event. Key examples of the latter included disinformation regarding the confirmation hearing of Supreme Court Justice Brett M. Kavanaugh and the contingent of Central American migrants that moved towards the U.S. in the fall of 2018.

- During elections, individual candidates, political parties, and party committees have a critical and fundamental role in protecting the integrity of our civic discourse and the public’s ability to make informed decisions about who will represent them.

- Empowered consumers of information are society’s best defense against the scourge of fraudulent news and attempts to undermine the role of truth in our society. Efforts to equip citizens to distinguish truth from falsehoods and make informed political decisions are therefore critical to curbing the impact of fraudulent news.
solutions to fraudulent news with caution, there are several elements of such proposals that PEN America believes represent positive steps forward. In particular, increased transparency regarding who funds political ads is a vital step towards enabling users to make informed decisions.

Currently, there are a collection of examples where platforms have failed to adequately enforce their existing ad transparency rules, suggesting that current transparency efforts remain insufficient. At the same time, there is the danger of overly aggressive action that would risk conflating political ads with other ads of public importance. This was—and remains—a concern for Facebook’s policies regarding “issue ads,” which risks lumping journalism and community engagement efforts into the same category as political advertising.

**Fraudulent News in the 2018 Election Cycle**

Fraudulent news and information—from both foreign and domestic sources—remained on full display during the 2018 midterm elections cycle. Some of the most significant examples included attacks on specific candidates for public office, disinformation aimed to suppress voter turnout and undermine confidence in the election process, and fraudulent information related to significant political debates—for example regarding the movement of Central American migrants towards the U.S. in the fall of 2018, or the testimony of Christine Blasey Ford during the confirmation hearings for Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh.

As more is revealed about the ongoing threat from Russian disinformation campaigns, it becomes clear that in addition to attempts in 2016 to spread disinformation with a specific electoral outcome in mind, there are ongoing efforts to stoke existing divisions in American society and undermine trust in democratic institutions, without necessarily attempting to advance any particular ideology or candidate. Russian disinformation campaigns, the existing evidence suggests, are playing a long game, stoking division and pushing more extreme political rhetoric with an eye toward weakening national cohesion and our democracy.

In addition to ongoing efforts originating overseas, numerous experts have concluded that much of the fraudulent news in the midterm election cycle came from domestic actors on both the left and the right. The increasing prevalence of an ends-justify-the-means mentality towards the use of fraudulent news and disinformation raises the danger
that these tactics may become part of the toolbox of hotly contested campaigns: distasteful, but not disqualifying. It is this normalization of fraudulent news that poses perhaps the greatest threat to our civic discourse.

Conclusions and Recommendations
PEN America ends our report with a series of conclusions and recommendations to technology companies, political groups, the government, and others. Consistent with our conclusions in Faking News, PEN America continues to advocate for solutions that empower everyday citizens—as consumers of online information—to critically evaluate the factual content of the news and information they consume. News literacy is not only society’s best defense against the scourge of fraudulent news, but it is also the most effective way to maintain a shared, truth-based foundation of civic discourse while upholding our cherished commitment to protecting freedom of expression within the public square. Ultimately, the most effective, proactive tactic against fraudulent news is a citizenry that is well-equipped to detect and reject fraudulent claims.

At the same time, more urgent action is also needed. Amongst our recommendations, we urge legislators to establish a federal commission to research and analyze ways to combat the spread of disinformation. We call upon social media platforms to establish and sufficiently support substantial teams of lawyers, advertising experts, linguists, graphics experts and election experts to augment still-developing and experimental artificial intelligence and algorithmic approaches and bring a trained, expert human eye to content in the lead-up to the 2020 elections. We close by calling on politicians, aspirants for public office, and political parties to pledge not to tolerate fraudulent news as a tactic in political debate, even when such fraudulent stories may benefit them politically. To that end, we have created the PEN America Model Pledge Against Fraudulent News. It is our hope that this model pledge can stimulate public support for such a commitment from our nation’s highest public servants.
INTRODUCTION

Widespread recognition of the powerful role of fraudulent news and disinformation during the 2016 presidential election put political parties, candidates, social media platforms, oversight bodies and the public on notice that American democracy is vulnerable to a new danger. While we will never know whether the influence of malign actors had a decisive role in the outcome of the vote, the fact that aggressive, broad and stealthy campaigns were waged with the aim of influencing the outcome of the ballot is enough to substantiate that our democratic systems face a serious threat. While the prevalence and impact of fraudulent news came as a surprise to many in 2016, all stakeholders are now on notice concerning the motives and methods of those who use subversive digital information strategies with the aim of exerting improper influence on voters. Tracking and monitoring manifestations of fraudulent news, assessing the efficacy of attempts to combat it, and advancing sophistication and comprehensiveness of such strategies has become a matter of paramount importance to the health of the American political. PEN America has undertaken an examination of the state-of-play for fraudulent news in the context of the 2018 midterm elections in order to help inform and drive forward these efforts and set the stage to more effectively combat fraudulent news when Americans next go to the polls in 2020.

In the months and years since 2016, the American public definitively learned, after significant research and consternation, that Russian operatives strategically stoked political divisions and spread disinformation in the United States via social media; that those efforts were intended to influence the 2016 election and were sanctioned by the Russian government; and that at least some of them intentionally tried to sway the race in Donald Trump’s favor. These findings were reinforced in December 2018, when two third-party reports produced for the Senate Intelligence Committee detailed the sweeping extent of Russian involvement in the presidential campaign to support Donald Trump’s candidacy; turn voters against Hillary Clinton; heighten distrust in U.S. institutions, particularly elections; and divide Americans by race, religion, and ideology.

The Internet Research Agency (IRA), the Russian troll factory behind the online disinformation campaign, reached 126 million people on Facebook, at least 20 million on Instagram (owned by Facebook), and 1.4 million on Twitter and uploaded upward of 1,000 videos to YouTube (owned by Google), according to one of the Senate reports.

The U.S. government and technology platforms were slow in acknowledging the role of foreign interference in 2016. In contrast, the 2018 midterm general elections, in which hundreds of candidates competed for 35 Senate seats and 435 House seats across the United States, were marked by a heightened awareness of the potential for fraudulent news to wreak havoc. “There is more interest both from people and citizens, as well as from parties and elected officials, in understanding how the technological world is shifting,” said Tara Mcgowan, CEO of Acronym, a progressive digital strategy organization, who worked on President Obama’s 2012 digital campaign team. As the problem of fraudulent news online has become more widely acknowledged, tech companies and others have experimented with an array of possible solutions. Among them were some that showed promise, some that were ineffective, and some that swept up and suppressed legitimate information. Reliance on algorithms and artificial intelligence to render subtle judgments on matters of politics, race, history, and language sometimes led to nonsensical or perverse outcomes that could have been avoided through more intensive involvement of trained staff. The preparation for the 2018 midterm elections also demonstrated the risks of social media platforms under pressure to act but not fully equipped to do so in ways that are sufficiently calibrated and informed to respect and protect free expression.

It would be too sweeping and simplistic to say that 2018 was “better” than 2016. For one, the impact of 2016 is still being revealed. “The fake news apocalypse we feared for the midterms already happened—back in 2016,” Charlie Warzel of Buzzfeed noted. “We’re now living in its aftermath. And the misinformation, propaganda, and hyper-partisan news that has defined this election news cycle reveals an unsettling truth: that years of algorithmically powered information warfare have drastically rewired our political discourse, turning it ever more toxic and blurring the lines of reality.”

As Nina Jankowicz, a global fellow at the Wilson Center’s Kennan Institute, told PEN America: “I think
Overview
This report focuses on the role of fraudulent news in the 2018 U.S. midterm general elections. It examines initiatives undertaken by tech companies, the government, advocacy organizations, campaigns, and political parties to anticipate and counter the spread of fraudulent news and disinformation during the elections and analyzes the possible benefits and risks of these efforts, particularly from the perspective of how they might protect or infringe upon freedom of expression. The report also provides an overview of patterns and specific instances of fraudulent news that occurred during the election period and ends with conclusions and recommendations for 2020.

In 2017, PEN America published *Faking News: Fraudulent News and the Fight for Truth*, which warned of the threat that fraudulent news poses to free expression, as well as the risk that efforts to counter it could also abridge those rights.

That report evaluated the array of strategies that Facebook, Google, Twitter, newsrooms, and civil society groups were employing to address the problem and suggested solutions that focused on empowering news consumers while vigilantly avoiding new infringements on free speech.

Despite the heightened awareness and new procedures and strategies put in place for 2018, it is impossible to conclude that the information ecosystem is better defended in 2018 than in 2016, particularly given the opaque and evolving nature of the threat. Researchers on the effectiveness of technology companies’ tactics against fraudulent news have hesitated to draw any categorical conclusions as to whether the fight is being won. Meanwhile, purveyors of fraudulent news have been changing their tactics, accelerating an arms race between those attempting to block fraudulent news and those attempting to promote it. The 2018 election cycle still bore witness to a collection of fraudulent news stories—including allegations against specific candidates and fear-mongering stories about political events. Perhaps most worryingly, a growing group of domestic political actors have shown a willingness to see fraudulent news as an unsavory but acceptable political tactic to employ against their opponents, defending their actions through an end-justifies-the-means mentality. In short, fraudulent news remains a salient threat to our politics. Political parties, campaigns, regulators and technology companies are on notice that the integrity of the 2020 US election will depend upon their ability to mount more effective defenses than exist today.
news,” these distinctions take on ever greater importance. The intended effect of Trump’s rhetorical campaign, which has been worryingly successful, is to leave many in the public confused and uncertain about what to believe.\(^{15}\)

In this report, we will focus on examples that meet the above definition of fraudulent news and will look at other forms of disinformation that, while perhaps not presented as a factual news report, are nonetheless presented as truth with the intent to deceive. Cybersecurity issues that fall outside this category, such as phishing attacks and hacking, are not within the purview of this paper.

The 2018 midterm elections were held on November 6, with 35 of the 100 Senate seats and all 435 seats in the House of Representatives contested. Another 36 states and 3 territories held gubernatorial elections. Voter turnout, at 49.3 percent of eligible voters, was the highest for a midterm election since 1914.\(^{14}\) Republicans maintained control of the Senate, gaining two seats, while Democrats took back control of the House, gaining 41 seats.

This report focuses on the 2018 midterm elections and on actions by technology companies and other stakeholders to address fraudulent news in advance. Most of those actions occurred in 2018, but where relevant the report will touch on events from 2017, including the Alabama special elections.

As new revelations about disinformation in the 2016 elections continue to come to light more than two years later, we recognize that we do not currently know everything that has happened during the 2018 midterm elections. With the 2020 campaign already starting, however, now is the time to consider the lessons learned. While elections heighten both the threats and the stakes for fraudulent news, it is not an election-specific problem but a continual one that the U.S. government, citizens, and tech companies will be grappling with for the foreseeable future.

### Why Fraudulent News Is a Free Expression Issue

At the 1948 PEN Congress in Copenhagen, PEN America joined its sister PEN centers around the world in adopting the PEN International Charter, which states in part that “since freedom implies voluntary restraint, members pledge themselves to oppose such evils of a free press as mendacious publication, deliberate falsehood and distortion of facts for political and personal ends.”\(^{15}\) The fight against “mendacious publication,” or fraudulent news, as we now term it, is therefore a core component of our core mission, and one that has taken on new urgency in the United States as a confluence of circumstances pose greater threats to the foundations of truth and open discourse in our country. In *Faking News*, we stated that, in “a climate where individuals expect that the information they receive is as likely to be false as true; where they fear that they won’t be believed even when they are telling the truth; and where they anticipate being dismissed by anyone not already predisposed to credit their views, free expression cedes its value.”\(^{16}\)

The spread of false information under the guise of news erodes public trust in the news media. This deteriorating trust, and the public’s increasing inability to distinguish truth from lies, threaten our democratic discourse. They do so by attacking the shared factual knowledge that undergirds our ability to debate policies, hold government accountable, and identify solutions to the pressing challenges of our time. They also contribute to the spread of extreme ideologies untethered from factual reality. At a time of great polarization and creeping extremism, the threat of fraudulent news is grave.

At the same time, attempts to counter fraudulent news and mitigate its damage, while welcome and necessary, carry their own risks. Under pressure from Congress, governments, and civil society advocates, tech companies and social media platforms are more eager to fight fraudulent news than they were even a year ago. Having repeatedly been caught flat-footed, they have finally stepped up efforts and are now, in general, quicker to remove disinformation. The potential for overreach, however, is significant. As several examples from the 2018 midterms indicate, even well-intentioned attempts to contain false news can unwittingly curtail free expression rights and enable censorship.
FIGHTING FRAUDULENT NEWS

Key Stakeholder Initiatives in the Run-up to the 2018 Midterms

If fraudulent news poses a threat to civic discourse and free expression generally, the stakes are significantly higher in the context of an election. The prevalence and impact of fraudulent news in 2016 were not fully appreciated until months after the fact. Tech companies and other stakeholders have spent the past two years playing catch-up, and they have acknowledged, if belatedly, that they were unprepared. Yet even now that the nature and scope of the challenge are more widely recognized, solutions remain elusive.

In part this is because the problem itself is evolving. While foreign disinformation operations were quieter in 2018 than in 2016, this reduction fails to tell us what to expect for future presidential contests. At the same time, however, fraudulent news has seeped into our domestic discourse, fealty to truth and facts is weakening, and the currency of election-related information is being devalued. With the potency of Russian election-interference operations made plain, domestic actors are drawing from that playbook. A The New York Times article comparing disinformation from the 2016 presidential campaign and the 2018 midterms stated, “What is different this time is how domestic sites are emulating the Russian strategy of 2016 by aggressively creating networks of Facebook pages and accounts—many of them fake—that make it appear as if the ideas they are promoting enjoy widespread popularity.” And the technology is advancing faster than the solutions, with bots that are increasingly adept at impersonating real people. The ability to target and inundate narrowly tailored categories of voters with intensive floods of selective information means that messages that might once have seemed anodyne or par for the course in a hotly contested campaign have greatly heightened potency to influence opinions and votes. With more sophisticated technical tricks, and with more domestic actors engaging in fraudulent news, the challenge of tackling fraudulent news has never been more urgent, or more difficult.
Tech Companies
Much of the responsibility for addressing fraudulent news—whether during an election cycle or not—lies with the internet giants, particularly Facebook (which additionally owns Instagram and WhatsApp), Google (which owns YouTube), and Twitter. This is in part because Americans rely so heavily on social media as a news source. According to a Pew survey released in September 2018, 68 percent of American adults get at least some news from social media. Facebook is the most common source, with 43 percent getting news from it, whereas 21 percent get news from YouTube and just 12 percent from Twitter. (These numbers have not changed significantly from 2017.) Notably, of those Americans who get at least some news from social media, 57 percent expect the news found there to be “largely inaccurate.”

In our 2017 report Faking News, PEN America examined in depth the role that Facebook, Google, and Twitter have played in the spread of fraudulent news, as well as the ways each platform was responding to the problem at the time. We noted that platforms must consider the multiple roles they play in providing information to the public, sometimes providing ostensibly content neutral platforms but at other times creating, aggregating, curating, or elevating content in ways that bleed into the role of a publisher and that inevitably involve some judgment about the content being put forward.

All the platforms face the seemingly contradictory pressures of removing fraudulent information while also protecting free expression and avoiding the role of unaccountable global censor. Overreliance on algorithms and other forms of artificial intelligence (AI) to de-prioritize less trustworthy information, root out fake accounts, or find bots can inexplicably block innocent users or, as Facebook algorithmic changes demonstrated in early 2018, cause news outlets’ traffic to plummet for reasons other than a thoughtful assessment that the information they provide is untrustworthy.

Twitter, Google, and Facebook have each been criticized for failing to adequately police their platforms and to prevent Russian interference during the 2016 election, and scrutiny of their platforms has increased significantly since 2017. Executives from the three companies have been repeatedly called before Congress to answer questions about foreign influence operations on the platforms, their commitment to user privacy, the micro-targeting of election ads, and how they would deal with bots, hate speech, and the spread of fraudulent information. And Congress has increasingly hinted at the possibility of regulating social media, potentially by mandating greater transparency, enforcing increased information sharing with the government, creating clearer standards for the protection of user data, or revisiting Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act—a provision that protects platforms from being held liable for content on their platforms.

A series of revelations over the past year has hit Facebook’s reputation particularly hard. In March
2018, it was discovered that data analytics firm Cambridge Analytica had harvested data from over 50 million Facebook users without their knowledge and deployed it to profile and target voters in the United States.\(^26\) In November, *The New York Times* reported that, among other efforts to counter negative press, Facebook had “employed a Republican opposition-research firm to discredit activist protesters, in part by linking them to the liberal financier George Soros.”\(^27\) In December, the Times revealed that Facebook had given other tech giants, including Microsoft, Amazon, and Spotify, “more intrusive access to users’ personal data than it has disclosed, effectively exempting those business partners from its usual privacy rules.”\(^28\) This included providing Netflix and Spotify access to users’ private messages.

These violations of users’ trust (and users’ agreements) are relevant to the discussion of fraudulent news for several reasons. First of all, user data of this sort could be used to distribute and target fraudulent news more effectively to those most likely to believe it. Second, as PEN America advocated in *Faking News*, tech companies should be more transparent and should maximize information sharing with researchers, so as to improve understanding about how information is shared and consumed on the platforms.\(^29\) We continue to believe that such transparency is in the best interest of users and companies alike and that it is a critical component of countering fraudulent news. But increasing evidence of how such data has been misused rightfully raises user concerns and puts important, credible collaborations with researchers at risk.

Finally, these scandals also raise urgent questions about the degree to which the companies are equipped to address the grave challenge of fraudulent news. While each has taken steps to combat the abuse of its platform during the midterm elections and beyond, some of these steps have themselves been controversial or had negative repercussions, as discussed below. PEN America believes that digital platforms have a pivotal role to play in curbing the spread of fraudulent news and ensuring the integrity of the digital public square. At the same time, we recognize real risks in empowering private companies to arbitrate massive volumes of speech in ways that are shielded from scrutiny.

PEN America believes that digital platforms have a pivotal role to play in curbing the spread of fraudulent news and ensuring the integrity of the digital public square. At the same time, we recognize real risks in empowering private companies to arbitrate massive volumes of speech in ways that are shielded from scrutiny.

**Facebook**

After the 2016 elections, when CEO Mark Zuckerberg was criticized for allowing outsiders to manipulate his platform—which now has 2.3 billion monthly active users—to distribute fraudulent information for political gain, he publicly dismissed this charge as “a pretty crazy idea.”\(^30\) As more evidence of significant interference emerged, however, Zuckerberg changed his tune, and in April 2017 Facebook acknowledged that “malicious actors” had created imposter accounts to spread disinformation.\(^31\)

The company stated in a September 2017 blog post that “about 470 inauthentic accounts and Pages” bought roughly 3,000 Facebook ads between June 2015 and May 2017.\(^32\) The accounts and pages were “likely operated out of Russia.”\(^33\) The blog post also noted that most of these ads focused not on the election explicitly, but rather “on amplifying divisive social and political messages across the ideological spectrum—touching on topics from LGBT matters to race, immigration, and gun rights.”\(^34\) Zuckerberg has said that his company was focused on run-of-the-mill

---

\(^{13}\) PEN America believes that digital platforms have a pivotal role to play in curbing the spread of fraudulent news and ensuring the integrity of the digital public square. At the same time, we recognize real risks in empowering private companies to arbitrate massive volumes of speech in ways that are shielded from scrutiny.
cyberattacks and was ill prepared for well-coordinated foreign information operations spreading divisive disinformation.\textsuperscript{35}

In July 2018, Facebook told Congress that it had identified a political influence campaign aimed at Americans that may have been intended to affect the midterm elections.\textsuperscript{34} The company announced that it had taken down 32 pages and fake accounts across Facebook and Instagram, created between March 2017 and May 2018, that were engaging in “coordinated inauthentic behavior.”\textsuperscript{35} At least 290,000 users followed at least one of the pages, and collectively they ran more than 150 ads and created approximately 30 Facebook events.\textsuperscript{38} Facebook at the time said it could not determine definitively who was behind the attacks, although it noted that some of the tactics used were similar to those employed by the Kremlin-linked Internet Research Agency.\textsuperscript{39} Nathaniel Gleicher, Facebook’s head of cybersecurity policy, noted that the platform observed growing sophistication among those engaging in deceptive behavior online, including using virtual private networks and purchasing ads through third parties.\textsuperscript{40}

In an effort to right past wrongs and meet the ongoing threat, Facebook executives told reporters in October 2018 that the company was taking a three-pronged approach to the upcoming elections: tackling fake accounts, limiting their ability to distribute fake news and information, and increasing transparency around political advertising.\textsuperscript{41} Accordingly, it has removed fake accounts,\textsuperscript{42} marked political ads more clearly,\textsuperscript{43} released a searchable ad archive,\textsuperscript{44} adjusted its algorithm to downgrade the purveyors of false news,\textsuperscript{45} given fact-checkers and researchers greater access to data,\textsuperscript{46} and developed information panels that users can open up on their screens to learn about news sources.\textsuperscript{47} As will be explored below, some of these initiatives have rolled out more smoothly than others, with several engendering their own controversy and problematic side effects.

Fact-Checking and Downgrading
Most of Facebook’s 2018 efforts to fight fraudulent news relied on pre-existing strategies, especially the use of algorithms. Once algorithms determined that an information source would routinely “create or share misinformation,” that source automatically lost prominence in users’ News Feeds but was not removed entirely from the platform.\textsuperscript{48} Algorithms also identified posts with so-called clickbait headlines and pushed them farther down in News Feeds.

PEN America addressed this strategy in depth in Faking News.\textsuperscript{49} We urged caution for this type of algorithmic downgrading, noting that “adjusting algorithms to de-emphasize or suppress ‘low quality’ content should be approached carefully and with as much transparency as possible.”\textsuperscript{50} We did, however, note that from a free speech perspective, downgrading a story was preferable to removing a story entirely. We continue to hold that view today. Still, while Facebook has released information explaining its process for ranking News Feed posts and for determining what should be downgraded,\textsuperscript{51} many users probably still don’t fully understand this process, and it’s difficult to assess the actual impact of downgrading on what an individual user sees.

Since December 2016, Facebook has also used fact-checking to boost the integrity of its News Feed.\textsuperscript{52} Facebook now works with a global network of over two dozen third-party fact-checkers, all of them certified through the International Fact-Checking Network, to review and identify false content.\textsuperscript{53} As with algorithms, if the fact-checkers found posts to be false, those posts would be downgraded.\textsuperscript{54}

In addition to employing algorithms and fact-checkers, Facebook downgraded fraudulent news that was brought to its attention by campaigns themselves. Those who spotted false information could request that the fact-checkers examine it, Katie Harbath, Facebook’s global politics and government outreach director, told PEN America.\textsuperscript{55} “If the fact-checkers rate it false, we will not remove it,” Harbath said.\textsuperscript{56} “But we will push it down in the feed. We think people have a right to say the sun rises in west, but they don’t have a right on Facebook to amplify it. We err on the side of speech, which gets tricky.”\textsuperscript{57}

Facebook has tried to make its downgrading more granular and discerning. In October 2018, it announced that it would “downrank” News Feed stories with false headlines, even if the stories they touted weren’t wholly false.\textsuperscript{58} The company told media outlet Poynter that it had offered new options to its fact-checking partners, allowing them to rate either an entire story or just a headline as false.\textsuperscript{59} “The new rating,” Poynter reported, “is a result of ongoing confusion among fact-checkers about how to tackle stories that could contain valid factual or analytical content, but are posted with an inaccurate headline on Facebook.”\textsuperscript{60}

That confusion had come to head a month earlier, when The Weekly Standard, then one of Facebook’s fact-checking partners, challenged the accuracy of a headline posted on ThinkProgress, a blog maintained by the Democratically aligned Center for American Progress, and ended up downranking the entire article in News Feed.\textsuperscript{61} The ThinkProgress article, about Brett M. Kavanaugh’s confirmation testimony on Roe v. Wade, bore the headline “Brett Kavanaugh said he would kill Roe v. Wade last week and almost no one
noticed.\textsuperscript{62} When The Weekly Standard’s fact-checkers rated the article false due to its headline (the article explained that the Supreme Court nominee, in his testimony, was actually making a general point about unenumerated rights that the ThinkProgress piece extrapolated from to predict unstated nuances of his stance on Roe v. Wade), ThinkProgress claimed that it was being unfairly censored.\textsuperscript{63} This dispute helps illustrate a core difficulty with a fact-checkers’ approach to fraudulent news: False information and acceptable hyperbole can easily blur together, requiring the fact-checker to make a clear judgment call where no absolute clarity exists.

Weeks before the elections, Facebook announced that it would ban disinformation about voting requirements and would fact-check additional forms of potential voter disinformation.\textsuperscript{64} But even as the company has continued to refine its fact-checking approach, hazards remain, particularly because of the time and personnel needed to screen out such information effectively and the inherently subjective nature of determining what constitutes disinformation.\textsuperscript{65} “It’s clear that even as we continue to improve this program,” the company wrote in a blog post in June, “we need solutions beyond fact-checkers.”\textsuperscript{66}

Facebook’s fact-checking network took a credibility hit in early February 2019, when partner Snopes announced that it was withdrawing.\textsuperscript{67} A fact-checking site that began in the 1990s by debunking urban legends, Snopes said it was not ruling out the possibility of rejoining the partnership in the future, but that for now it was not in the organization’s best interest.\textsuperscript{68} Vinny Green, Snopes’s vice president of operations, indicated that the rationale for the decision centered around the significant amount of time it took Snopes employees to flag false stories, a heavy lift for an organization with only 16 employees.\textsuperscript{69} He reflected that, “It doesn’t seem like we’re striving to make third-party fact checking more practical for publishers — it seems like we’re striving to make it easier for Facebook. At some point, we need to put our foot down and say, ‘No. You need to build an API [application programming interface].’”\textsuperscript{70}

Critics have also alleged that the partnership—in which Facebook pays fact-checkers for their services—risks compromising fact-checkers’ ability to criticize Facebook. Such a concern may also have played a role in Snopes’s leaving.\textsuperscript{71} Whether Facebook should pay its fact-checking partners is a question with no perfect answer. While the platform’s power might make its partners hesitant to condemn it, fact-checking teams require resources to do their jobs. Regardless, the Snopes departure is a signal that Facebook should listen carefully to the concerns of its fact-checking partners and ensure that their needs are being served or, as Snopes’s Green suggests, begin developing mechanisms for fact-checking that do not place the burden on small, external organizations.

**Account Shutdowns**

In its November 2018 Community Standards Enforcement report, Facebook stated that from October 2017 to September 2018, it had disabled over 2.8 billion fake accounts, many of them bots “spreading spam or conducting illicit activities such as scams.”\textsuperscript{72} In August 2017 Alex Stamos, then Facebook’s security chief, said that the platform was shutting down more than two million accounts per day, most of them created by “spammers and fraudsters.”\textsuperscript{73} While this number incorporates many more categories of so-called infringing content than fraudulent news, it does indicate that account shutdowns are a significant tool that Facebook uses against disinformation.

Account shutdowns are the most visible—and perhaps the most effective—way to respond to fraudulent news. They are also among the most worrying
in their potential for censorship.

Critics say that Facebook is not always clear about why it is deleting a page or account. “The work of takedown teams is not transparent,” said Eva Galperin, director of cybersecurity at the Electronic Frontier Foundation. “The rules are not enforced across the board. They reflect biases.”

In response to these concerns, in May 2018 a collection of civil society groups and academics created the Santa Clara Principles on Transparency and Accountability in Content Moderation. The Santa Clara Principles revolve around three pillars:

- Numbers: Companies should publish the numbers of posts removed and accounts permanently or temporarily suspended due to violations of their content guidelines.

- Notice: Companies should provide notice to each user whose content is taken down or whose account is suspended about the reason for the removal or suspension.

- Appeal: Companies should provide a meaningful opportunity for the timely appeal of any content removal or account suspension.

In November 2018, PEN America and other groups called on Facebook to adopt the Santa Clara Principles, arguing that “Facebook remains far behind its competitors when it comes to affording its users due process.” Facebook responded with a letter outlining its activities in these areas and citing upcoming efforts, including a planned 2019 consultation with stakeholders. In response to PEN America’s request for comment for this report, Facebook declined to comment specifically about committing to the Principles, but stated: “We’re committed to continuing to refine our Community Standards and content moderation practices, including in the areas of notice, appeals, and data transparency. We’re aligned with the civil society coalition on the high-level principles they’ve set and have already undertaken much of this work.”

One major step that Facebook took recently was to begin creating an Oversight Board for Content Decisions, an oversight body to which users could appeal in the event that their content is removed. In late January of 2019, Facebook announced that it had launched a draft charter for this board, which will reportedly be made up of independent experts empowered to reverse decisions on user content. The draft charter, apparently intended as a starting point for discussion, contains 11 different “suggested approaches” to issues such as the board’s composition, powers, and processes. A consultation process will refine this vision before the board is actually created.

We applaud this effort to create a meaningful appeals process for content takedowns, something that the Santa Clara Principles explicitly call for. Still, this proposal has far to go—including through substantive consultation with experts, rights groups, and other stakeholders—before its utility can be meaningfully evaluated.

“Coordinated Inauthentic Behavior”

In articulating the rationale for many of its account shutdowns, Facebook has pointed to its policies against what it calls coordinated inauthentic behavior. Facebook made public its policy against such behavior in April 2018, although a company spokesperson noted to PEN America that authenticity has always been a core part of its platform and a subject of its policies. This category represents a major criterion used by Facebook to define, and subsequently shut down, purveyors of fraudulent news, along with other types of problematic behavior.

Facebook defines “coordinated inauthentic behavior” as “when groups of pages or people work together to mislead others about who they are or what they’re doing.” As Facebook’s Nathaniel Gleicher explains in an organizational video, networks are removed “because of their deceptive behavior; it’s not because of the content they’re sharing. The posts themselves may not be false and may not go against our community standards.” In other words, it is the coordination among these account holders and other facets of their online behavior—rather than the content in and of itself—that violates Facebook’s rules and becomes grounds for account shutdowns. Gleicher describes a combination of manual and automated tactics for identifying and removing fraudulent accounts, activity that ramped up as the midterm elections neared.

A month before the election, Facebook announced that it was removing another 559 pages and 251 accounts, some of which had engaged in coordinated inauthentic behavior and some of which were spamming. In a blog post, Facebook noted that while spamming is often economically motivated, rather than politically, spammers are increasingly using “sensational political content” to generate traffic to their sites and garner ad revenue. Gleicher noted in relation to these removals: “If you look at volume, the majority of the information operations we see are domestic actors.” The accounts and pages spreading fraudulent and misleading information came from both ends of the political spectrum, including a site called Right Wing News, which had...
more than 3.1 million Facebook followers when it was deleted, and the left-leaning Reverb Press and the Resistance. Facebook alleged that many of these outlets were using fake accounts to redirect traffic to their websites.

The day before the midterm elections, Facebook revealed that the FBI had tipped it off to a network of activity believed to be linked to “foreign entities.” Hours after the polls closed on Election Day, Gleicher released a statement saying that it had responded by removing certain accounts due to “concerns that they were linked to the Russia-based Internet Research Agency (IRA).” In a blog post, Gleicher wrote that “this effort may have been connected to the IRA, but we aren’t best placed to say definitively whether that is the case.”

After further investigation, Facebook announced the next week, it removed a total of 36 accounts, six pages, and 99 Instagram accounts for coordinated inauthentic behavior—although some of these removals appeared to occur after the election. Facebook determined that some 1.25 million people, more than 600,000 of them in the United States, were following at least one of the Instagram accounts. At least some of the content was focused on issues like LGBTQ rights and feminism, and were—Facebook alleged—essentially acting as spam machines that just happen to use political content.

Facebook explained that the content shared by these accounts and pages is “often indistinguishable from legitimate political debate. This is why it is so important we look at these actors’ behavior—such as whether they’re using fake accounts or repeatedly posting spam—rather than their content when deciding which of these accounts, Pages or Groups to remove.”

This challenge becomes even more complicated when the bad actor is not a Kremlin-backed troll but an American whose motives may be more difficult to discern. The New York Times reported Gleicher as saying that “the company was struggling with taking down the domestic networks because of the blurry lines between free speech and disinformation.”

Facebook’s emphasis on addressing behavior, not content, has the clear benefit of allowing the company to avoid being the arbiter of truth, a role that could inevitably lead to censorship. It has the related benefit of insulating Facebook from criticism that it is shutting down pages in a politically biased way. As a private company, Facebook has every right to remove accounts that violate its policies against spamming or fraudulent users. This approach, however, does not necessarily resolve thorny questions
around determining which actors are inauthentic. A recent example of this complexity comes not from the elections but from another highly charged political event. One of the accounts taken down in a series of Facebook actions in July—a left-wing political Facebook page known as Resisters—had created an event page for an upcoming August rally titled No Unite the Right 2–DC, which was ostensibly part of a plan to counter an upcoming white supremacist march. When closing down the Resisters account, Facebook removed the event page, much to the dismay of many legitimate activists involved in planning the protests. Facebook’s own blog noted that the Resisters page, though it bore marks of illegitimacy—most notably because a known IRA account had served as an administrator for the Resisters page for a period of 7 minutes—had “connected with admins from five legitimate Pages to co-host the event.” The company said that it had contacted the co-hosts and was reaching out to the 2,600 individuals who had expressed interest in the event to let them know the event page had been created by a fake account and had therefore been removed.

Chelsea Manning, the activist and former Army soldier who was convicted of leaking hundreds of thousands of U.S. military and diplomatic documents to Wikipedia, was also one of the organizers of the counterprotest, and said that the event did not originate with Resisters and was “real and organic.” A local coalition expressed anger with the removal of the event page, noting that while the event was, in fact, created by Resisters, it was subsequently used for “legitimate protest organizing and promotion” by local organizers.

Chris Metcalf, who operated nine political pages that were deleted by Facebook in October 2018, said that his political speech was also unjustly penalized. “The problem with language like ‘inauthentic coordinated behavior’ is that everyone in this space coordinates,” he told The Guardian. “We swap each other’s best-performing content . . . But I’m not a bad actor. I’m a legitimate political activist.” Matt Mountain (a pseudonym), who operated several left-wing pages that were deleted by Facebook in September, felt that he, too, had done nothing untoward. “When a post did really well on one page and it fit the theme of one of the other pages, I’d share it across them,” he said, explaining the motivation for behavior that Facebook saw as an indicator of inauthenticity. Facebook maintains that mass-scale or automated content sharing—or spamming—undermines the integrity of the platform and the user experience, determinations that it is free to make.

Employees of Reverb Press, an alternative news outlet that had hundreds of thousands of followers when its page was taken down in October, similarly decried Facebook’s conclusion that its page was acting as a spammer. “My colleagues at Reverb and I were not motivated by money. Facebook is,” wrote Marc Belisle, who had previously worked as Reverb’s world affairs editor. James Reader, a co-founder of Reverb, wrote on Twitter: “We do not publish fake news. Yes, we share to social media. But that’s what publishers do. It’s [sic] Reverb Press today; Buzzfeed tomorrow.” As an outlet, Reverb Press has been ranked by Media Bias/Fact Check as “biased toward liberal causes” but with a “high” degree of factual reporting.

Buzzfeed media editor Craig Silverman noted that it is perhaps too convenient for Facebook to cite “inauthentic behavior” as the motivator for its takedowns. “The removals are part of the company’s stepped-up efforts ahead of the midterms and its work to combat misinformation overall,” he wrote on Twitter. “But Facebook will always cite spam or account violations as opposed to content issues whenever possible.” The implied concern is that Facebook can use inauthenticity as a justification for account removal even when the true reason might be content-based.

Emphasizing behavior over content leaves other issues unresolved as well. Facebook still faces serious concerns, for instance, over how to distinguish financially motivated actors or foreign interference from more authentically motivated domestic political advocacy. “Drawing the line between ‘real’ and ‘inauthentic’ views is a difficult enterprise that could put everything from important political parody to genuine but outlandish views on the chopping block,” said ACLU attorney Vera Eidelman. “It could also chill individuals who only feel safe speaking out anonymously or pseudonymously.”

Some observers, however, still believe Facebook is not doing enough. Nina Jankowicz discovered what she believed to be several fake Facebook profiles dedicated to boosting the 2018 campaign of Massachusetts State Senate candidate V.A. Shiva Ayyadurai and tearing down his opponents. “Over a period of weeks, I watched them,” Jankowicz told PEN America. “Anytime the candidate would post anything on his Facebook page, within an hour there would be 60 to 100 individual posts put up by four people.” After spending an estimated 60 hours on her detective work, Jankowicz shared her research with Facebook, which removed the fake pages a week later. This example of false amplification, she noted, was minor compared with the millions of impressions that Russian trolls generate. Facebook, she concluded, is “moving in the right direction,” but “too little, too late.” The company “should invest more in human contact rather than thinking that AI will save the world.”
time, this example demonstrates the significant human effort required to investigate even an isolated case of questionable behavior.

War Rooms
In the fall of 2018, in perhaps the most prominent of its tactics for fighting election manipulation, Facebook prepared for the upcoming U.S. and Brazilian elections by setting up a “war room” at its Menlo Park headquarters. An interdisciplinary rapid-response team meant to mobilize a few weeks before critical elections and disband soon after, the war room hunts down disinformation and polices imposter accounts that try to influence voters. Gleicher noted that because war room staff also work with their own teams throughout the company, it serves as a “nerve centre of this much broader effort.” Samidh Chakrabarti, Facebook’s head of civic engagement, told journalists in September that war room tactics included simulating different scenarios—such as voter suppression operations and the posting of suspicious election-related content—“to test how prepared we are for them.”

A strategic response team, set up by Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg to help her stay on top of potential problems or crises within the company, was also charged with ensuring that election-related threats were identified and addressed quickly. Bloomberg reported that the response team was responsible for coordinating the company’s response to an FBI tip about apparent Kremlin-backed Russian troll activity on Facebook and Instagram, leading to the removal of more than 100 accounts just days before the midterms. The New York Times noted that it was the first time Facebook had admitted publicly to using government intelligence to respond to an influence operation.

Is it Working?
The important question, of course, is to what extent these actions are having the desired impact of blunting the spread and influence of fraudulent information. One academic research group, a collaboration between researchers from Stanford University and New York University, has documented some encouraging results: In an October 2018 working paper, it revealed that Facebook users’ interactions with a set of articles from over 500 sources of false stories dropped significantly after 2016. In contrast, while Twitter had far less engagement with fake news sites—four to six million a month, a range that is significantly lower than Facebook’s even after accounting for the size differential between the two platforms—Twitter user interactions with fake news sites continued to grow between 2016 and 2018. Thus, the ratio of Facebook engagement with fraudulent news to Twitter engagement fraudulent news shifted sharply: “from around 45:1 during the election to around 15:1 two years later.”

The results, these researchers cautiously posited, suggested that Facebook’s changes to address fraudulent news “may have had a meaningful impact.” This study, however, ended more than three months before the 2018 midterms, leaving open the question of whether user interaction with false-story sources may have shot up again as Election Day neared. Facebook has touted two similar studies—one from the University of Michigan and the other from French newspaper Le Monde—that came to similar conclusions.

Another study, conducted by a group of political scientists based in four different universities and published in February 2019, concluded that Facebook played less of a role in leading users to fraudulent news sites in 2018 than in 2016, based on the likelihood that an individual had visited Facebook immediately prior to visiting a fraudulent site. Overall, the study’s authors concluded that “the proportion of Americans who visited at least one fake news website has declined since the 2016 campaign and that Facebook use is no longer closely linked to fake news exposure,” although they reached no conclusion about

“Drawing the line between ‘real’ and ‘inauthentic’ views is a difficult enterprise that could put everything from important political parody to genuine but outlandish views on the chopping block,” said ACLU attorney Vera Eidelman. “It could also chill individuals who only feel safe speaking out anonymously or pseudonymously.”
There is an aspect of the battle against fake news that Facebook’s numbers do not capture: the ability of bad actors to simply shift to a new web domain once they’ve been exposed.

Overall consumption of fraudulent news. Notably, however, they also found that “exposure to fake news and political advertising on Facebook are especially high among engaged partisans – precisely the group that is likely to be especially vulnerable to misinformation. Despite their relatively small numbers, these individuals also play an important role in party coalitions and in public debate about politics, in part by sharing news and information (whether fake or genuine) within their online and offline networks.” This suggests that fraudulent news may not need to be as widely accessed to have a significant impact on political discourse.

At the end of 2018, Buzzfeed published a list of the year’s 50 “most viral” fake news stories shared on Facebook and assessed the level of audience engagement each achieved. It found that these pieces of viral fraudulent information generated almost as many shares, comments, and reactions as the top 50 such stories had a year earlier, in 2017: 22 million total engagements in 2018, compared with 23.5 million in 2017. The Buzzfeed writers took pains to point out an aspect of the battle against fake news that Facebook’s numbers do not capture: the ability of bad actors to simply shift to a new web domain once they’ve been exposed, a tactic known as “domain hopping” or “domain cycling.”

Media researcher Jonathan Albright identified a different tactic adopted by political groups, including those seeking to spread hyper-partisan news or disinformation: transitioning to private Facebook groups, where users can create and share fraudulent claims with relative invisibility. In these private groups, fraudulent news can essentially be incubated before going public. The private nature of these Facebook groups renders their fraudulent claims invisible to the general public, including researchers trying to track the spread of fraudulent news. Albright noted in his research that he “repeatedly encountered examples of extreme content and hate speech that easily violates Facebook’s terms of service and community standards,” and that some of the earliest posts on Facebook regarding the false rumor that philanthropist George Soros was funding so-called “caravans” of Central American migrants were found in private groups. But, Albright concluded, because of their near invisibility and because the organizers of these sites apparently “know exactly how to game Facebook’s platform,” these “shadow organization” activities remain unaddressed.

Shadow organizations and domain cycling reveal the cat-and-mouse nature of combating fraudulent news. They also make the effectiveness of Facebook’s efforts against them difficult to measure, and any celebratory claims thereof should be viewed with a skeptical eye.

It is worth noting, additionally, that it is difficult to draw broad conclusions from many of the academic studies that examine the scope and scale of fraudulent news on social media. Because there are always limitations on the usage data to which researchers have access, they are typically working with limited information on the subject at hand, and it is difficult for anyone to truly capture the full picture of fraudulent content. “Simply put, no one in this space has yet done the work of defining the scale of the universe of this kind of content...most of these (admirable) studies which try to quantify the scale or spread of misinformation lack a baseline upon which to build their arguments because one doesn’t exist,” Cameron Hickey, Technology Manager at the Information Disorder Project at the Shorenstein Center at Harvard Kennedy School, told PEN America. Each study also tends to define fraudulent news or disinformation slightly differently. Individual studies may therefore illuminate particular areas of concern or cause for hope, but they all face some inherent limitations that must also be taken into consideration. For the social media platforms, while concerns about user privacy and proprietary information are understandable, the limits on researcher access also provide a convenient basis on which to critique studies they dislike. Increased transparency that allows academic researchers to assess the scale of the problem and also assess the success or failure of efforts to combat it, however, will only help build user trust in the long term.

Twitter

With 321 million active monthly users worldwide and 66 million in the United States, Twitter enjoys...
influence even beyond these numbers due to its popularity among politicians, celebrities, journalists, and other influencers—most notably President Trump, who relies heavily on the platform to communicate directly with his 58 million followers. As a social media giant, Twitter has also received loud and sustained criticism for the presence of fraudulent news on its site, both in terms of the viral nature of fraudulent stories that spread throughout its platform and in terms of the ‘bots’, fraudulent accounts that are today well understood to be major vectors for fraudulent news.

Research has increasingly made clear how prevalent fraudulent stories were on Twitter during the 2016 election cycle, and how potentially significant in their effects. An October 2018 study by the Knight Foundation found more than 6 million tweets “linking to fake and conspiracy news publishers in the month before the 2016 election.” The authors of the study noted that the significant majority of the accounts who repeatedly linked to such news—including accounts that the study authors argued should fall afool of Twitter’s prohibition against “spammy behavior”—were still active as of spring 2018.

Another study, by Indiana University in November 2018, concluded that fraudulent news was a bigger problem on Twitter during the 2016 election than was originally understood and that Twitter bots played a disproportionate role in spreading misinformation online. The researchers found that just six percent of the bot accounts they identified drove approximately one-third of the “low credibility” information spread throughout the platform. A later study of Twitter during the 2016 election, published in January 2019 in Science magazine and undertaken by researchers at Northeastern, Harvard, and SUNY Buffalo, found that “although 6% of people who shared URLs with political content shared content from fake news sources, the vast majority of fake news shares and exposures were attributable to tiny fractions of the population.” At the same time, Twitter has demonstrated a greater reluctance to take major action than other platforms. In an interview in August 2018, two years after the first reports of Russian interference, CEO Jack Dorsey replied to a question about fraudulent news by saying: “I think what we could do is help provide more context. . . . Also, identifying more credible voices in real time and amplifying that credibility is something we can do. But we have not figured this out, but I do think that it would be dangerous for a company like ours . . . to be arbiters of truth.”
Between May and June, Twitter suspended more than 70 million accounts that it suspected were false or suspicious. In the spring of 2018, Twitter was suspending more than one million accounts a day.

From suspicious or known problematic sources, and look for patterns to spot “non-human activity.” The post went on to explain the added difficulty of identifying coordinated human activity and noted that when fighting it, “the risks of inadvertently silencing legitimate activity are much higher.”

According to the Twitter Rules, users may not “use misleading account information in order to engage in spamming, abusive, or disruptive behavior, including attempts to manipulate the conversations on Twitter.” Suspicious behavior includes the “use of stock or stolen avatar photos; use of stolen or copied profile bios; use of intentionally misleading profile information, including profile location.” In June 2018, Twitter said it was focusing on “developing machine learning tools that identify and take action on networks of spammy or automated accounts automatically.”

In October 2018, in an update on its efforts to protect election integrity, Twitter noted that it “now may remove fake accounts engaged in a variety of emergent, malicious behaviors.” In a Retrospective Review of the 2018 midterm elections, published on January 31, 2019, Twitter stressed that if an entity has been in violation of the Twitter Rules, the company will “remove additional accounts associated with that entity.”

The rules also lay out the factors that will cause an account to be identified as spam, and they prohibit the sharing of hacked information.

Twitter has primarily offered the sheer number of “spammy and automated” accounts identified by its automated detection mechanism as evidence of the mechanisms success, but without providing details on its accuracy. This was true in the June 28 blog post, and in the Retrospective Review the company noted: “We are now removing 214% more accounts year-over-year for violating our service manipulation policies.”

To its credit, however, starting in October 2018 Twitter started making publicly available data sets of accounts and content related to possible information operations, so that researchers can study and better understand such activities.

Twitter’s campaign against fraudulent accounts ramped up significantly in 2018. Between May and June, the platform suspended more than 70 million accounts that it suspected were false or suspicious, according to data obtained by The Washington Post—a whopping one-fifth of its reported 336 million monthly active users—after determining that they were created by bots rather than real people. In the spring of 2018, Twitter was suspending more than one million accounts a day.

This widespread cleanup has been cautiously welcomed by some commentators as potentially contributing to a more fact-based and authentic platform during the 2018 election season. “Twitter is doing a slightly better job this campaign season,” Nina Johann-Kowicz told PEN America in October 2018. “I might say that because they made a good-faith effort to reach out to people like me who study them. But they have been aggressive about taking down accounts.”

In an update posted in October, Twitter said that it was continuing “to enforce our rules against intentionally misleading election-related content” and described the creation of an election-specific support portal to provide prompt support to “electoral institutions.” In its Retrospective Review, the company described this so-called partner support portal in more detail, stating that its goal was to “expedite our response to reports from people and organizations active in the election arena. This includes election support organizations, U.S.-based research organizations, and universities and academics who study the spread of misinformation in the media.”

Twitter noted that its more than 10 partners included the Republican National Committee, the Democratic National Committee, the National Association of Secretaries of State, and the National Association of State Election Directors. The company reported receiving 43 reports via the portal, “resulting in the removal of thousands of accounts and Tweets in violation of our rules.”

Twitter’s October post specifically referenced the removal in August of 50 accounts—reportedly run by individuals in the United States—that were posing as representatives of various state Republican parties, and stated that Twitter was partnering closely with the Republican and Democratic National Campaign Committees and with state election offices to address imposter accounts and election-specific disinformation.
the removal in August of another 770 accounts that it believed were engaging in coordinated behavior and had originated in Iran.168

Shortly before the election, Twitter confirmed that it had removed over 10,000 automated accounts that were posing as Democrats and discouraging people from voting.169 The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC), which works to elect Democrats to the U.S. House of Representatives, flagged the activity for Twitter.170

In its Retrospective Review, Twitter noted that it had also made internal structural changes to better prepare for the midterm elections. These included the creation of a “cross-functional analytical team whose mission is to monitor site and service integrity.”171 Twitter stated that:

The primary focus of the cross-functional analytical team is election readiness. Leading up to and during the 2018 election period, the team examined, responded to, and escalated instances of suspected inauthentic, election-related coordinated activity in political conversation . . . [The] cross-functional team developed a political conversations dashboard to surface information about sudden shifts in sentiment around a specific conversation, suggesting a potential coordinated campaign of activity, as well as information about groups of potentially linked accounts that are posting about the same topic. . . . Accounts were escalated for review in real time if exhibiting anomalous patterns of behavior.172

To further defend against imposter accounts and help users determine whether they are legitimate, in May Twitter announced “election labels” for verified candidates running in the 2018 midterms.173 The label was available only for candidates running in gubernatorial or U.S. House or Senate races during the 2018 November midterm general-election cycle. Similar to the platform’s blue checkmark, which indicates that an account has been verified, a small gray icon of a government building, with text identifying the candidate’s state and the office being sought, appeared on a verified candidate’s Twitter profile page, in all tweets and retweets, and in tweets embedded in stories and articles published outside Twitter. To validate accounts, Twitter partnered with Ballotpedia, a nonprofit that publishes nonpartisan federal, state, and local election information. Once candidates qualified for the November general election ballot, their Twitter accounts were automatically authenticated with the government building icon, and candidates were given seven days to opt out.174 Twitter reported that it identified 1,025 candidate accounts and provided labels for 95 percent of them.175

This logical and constructive initiative provided a simple means of helping the public identify official sources of information. Not all of Twitter’s efforts have gone as smoothly, however. On October 30, the platform launched a midterm-elections-focused events page176 to help users keep track of news and information. While well-intentioned, it quickly went terribly wrong. Hours after the page’s launch, BuzzFeed reported that it was filled with conspiracy theories and false, hyper-partisan news.177 A Twitter spokesperson told BuzzFeed that the page’s algorithm pulled tweets based on keyword, automatically presenting content associated with those keywords.178 Some content shown to an individual Twitter user was based on accounts that user follows, making it more likely that someone who follows, say, conspiracy theorists, would see related conspiratorial content. A significant amount of content on the events page was low quality or actual disinformation, including a claim that the GOP gubernatorial candidate in New York had dropped out of the race and unfounded claims of illegal voting.179 Many of the accounts featured also appeared to be fake.180 Given that the page was driven by algorithms and would reflect an individual user’s own information bubble, Twitter might have taken more care in promoting the page as a source of “the latest news and top commentary” on the elections.181 As noted in Faking News, social media platforms incur added obligations for scrutiny and verification when content is not simply posted by users but rather collated and republished by the platform itself under a news or information rubric that implies such information is credible.182

Unlike Facebook and Google, Twitter apparently did not pursue options for integrating fact-checking into its platform before the election. In a December 2018 article, the media-news site Poynter noted that “Twitter has stepped up the removal of false accounts, but has not put in place a more systemic response to virally false tweets,”183 and predicted that it might take steps to catch up with the other platforms at some point in 2019—too late for the 2018 election cycle but perhaps with an eye toward 2020.

For all Twitter’s efforts, just a week before the election, researchers from Oxford University reported that the platform had 5 percent more false information circulating than it did during the 2016 election.184 While the Oxford study might have inflated the number of “junk news” sites by including unreliable and hyper-partisan sites that also present factual information in that category, the report concluded that Twitter users circulated higher proportions of news from sites known more for conspiracy mongering and...
hyper-partisanship than from traditional sources. Twitter’s head of site integrity, Yoel Roth, contested the accuracy of the report in a tweet, saying that the research methodology was “deeply flawed” because it was based purely on publicly available information, which could result in a “staggering margin of error.” Nonetheless, the findings still point to the whack-a-mole nature of Twitter’s battle against bots.

Google and YouTube
While Google and its subsidiary YouTube have faced somewhat less scrutiny than Facebook and Twitter for spreading false information, they have not escaped altogether. Most notably, Google’s failure to send a senior executive to a Senate Intelligence Committee hearing on election security in September 2018 frustrated lawmakers, who left a chair empty next to Sheryl Sandberg, Facebook’s COO, and Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s CEO, to mark the absence. Without Google there to respond, senators expressed concern about Google Search “surfacing absurd conspiracies,” and “Russian-backed disinformation agents” spreading divisive videos on YouTube.

As a search engine, not a social media platform, Google does experience different issues with disinformation. When Sundar Pichai, Google’s CEO, eventually appeared before Congress, in December 2018, he pointed to the essential algorithmic nature of its search engine as an inherent constraint on how much control the company could extend over fraudulent stories. If a lot of people click on a fraudulent search result, Google’s algorithms naturally rank that result higher in search rankings, a process that allows information that is fraudulent but of great interest to users to rise to the top.

In addition to running the world’s biggest search engine, Google runs its subsidiary, YouTube, the mega video-sharing site. In October, during a congressional hearing, Google downplayed YouTube’s role in enabling Russian election interference. But the video platform has extensively spread false information, conspiracies, and hoaxes. The prominence of videos promoting conspiracy theories and inaccurate information in the wake of mass shootings in Parkland, Florida, and Las Vegas in 2018 highlighted the problem. In July, YouTube said that it would work harder to surface authoritative results, particularly during breaking news incidents, and in January 2019 the company announced that it would alter its algorithms to stop recommending fraudulent information and
conspiracy theories. While such videos would still be available on YouTube, they should become less likely to be recommended to users who have not sought them out.

Because Google’s platform is so algorithm-centric, the company’s efforts to combat disinformation have relied on tweaking these algorithms to reduce the prominence of fraudulent information in search results. Since 2017, in response to the 2016 election, Google has also highlighted fact checks in search. If a fact check from a qualified source exists for a search result, the user will see a “fact check” label and a box with information on “the claim being checked; who made the claim; the name of the publisher doing the fact check; a summary of the publisher’s fact check.” Google relies on several factors to determine whether a fact-checker is trustworthy and is clear about what it considers a legitimate fact check. But this determination is made in part by an algorithm, the details of which Google has not shared, although it has said that there are “about 200 signals of quality that factor into the algorithm’s decision.” The impact of these efforts has not yet been thoroughly evaluated. Google’s concerns about sharing any details of its algorithm limit the ability of outside researchers to assess the impacts of measures the company takes. Google has also begun reducing the number of tweets that appear in Google search results, out of recognition that Twitter, too, is vulnerable to manipulation.

In late 2017, Google introduced a new feature to evaluate a news outlet’s reliability in its “Knowledge Panels,” the box that shows up on a search page with a summary of information. For news publishers, a tab for “reviewed claims” would show up “when a significant amount of a publisher’s recent content was disputed and reviewed by an authoritative fact-checker.” But the feature drew criticism from conservative outlets like The Daily Caller, which claimed bias because it received “reviewed claims” tags while explicitly liberal sites like Daily Kos and ThinkProgress did not. Google suspended the initiative in late January 2018. Although “reviewed claims” are still described on the help page, Google does not appear to have reinstated the initiative.

The company is also building a dedicated fact-checking search engine, intended to make it easier to find all the checks that exist on a certain topic. It remains in beta form, accessible only to select fact-checkers or journalists, but Google has stated its intention to open it to the public in 2019.

In a blog post on August 23, 2018, Kent Walker, Google’s senior vice president of global affairs, wrote that the company’s Threat Analysis Group was working with its Trust and Safety team and with Jigsaw, an incubator under Google’s parent company, Alphabet Inc., to identify bad actors, disable their accounts, warn users, and share intelligence with both other companies and law enforcement. In that post, titled “An update on state-sponsored activity,” Walker went on to describe influence operations tied to the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) that were identified through Google’s partnership with cybersecurity company FireEye, as well as ongoing efforts against people connected to the Russia-based Internet Research Agency. While the post was somewhat vague about the exact nature of these operations, it did refer to “political content” in both cases. It also reported taking down, as of November 20, 2018, a total of 73 YouTube channels, seven blogs on its Blogger platform, and 19 Google+ accounts in connection with the IRIB organization, and 43 YouTube channels and one blog connected to IRA operations.

In March 2018, Google launched the Google News Initiative, describing it as an effort to work with the news industry to help journalism thrive in the digital age. Its aim, according to the company’s announcement, is to elevate accurate news during breaking news events; to collaborate with newsrooms, civil society, and fact-checkers to foster trust and accuracy in news; and to support media literacy for young people. The initiative includes partnerships with news outlets, as well as the development of products and programs to support news outlets and the news industry. Google appears to envision the program as key to stemming the flow of disinformation on the internet, though some have interpreted it as a way to blunt criticisms that Google and Facebook’s dominance of the online advertising market has starved news organizations of the resources they need to survive.

The announcement included a pledge to spend $300 million over the next three years to support “authoritative journalism.” During the midterms the program helped local journalists report on the elections by providing trends and state-level data to journalists to see which issues voters in their region were most focused on. “For election reporters based in the United States, it’s one way to find out what their readers care about through real-time search data,” a September Google blog post said. To facilitate accurate reporting, the Election Databot, a Google partnership with the website ProPublica, pulled together local election data, including “Google Trends data, candidate spending data, campaign ads, deleted Tweets, and campaign statements.” Google is also working with nonprofit partners—from the anti-disinformation organization First Draft to the collaborative newsroom Cross Check and the civil
society booster Trust Project— to provide resources for ferreting out and eliminating disinformation.216

Making Political Ads More Transparent
Google, Twitter, and Facebook all sell political ads, and in 2016 foreign agents used these platforms’ ad services to spread disinformation, sow dissension, and suppress voter turnout.217 Facebook admitted in a September 2017 blog post that between June 2015 and May 2017 it had sold more than $100,000 worth of political ads connected with fake accounts likely operating from Russia and that these accounts generally aimed to “amplify divisive social and political messages.”218 The company turned over information behind those ads to congressional committees investigating Russian influence operations in the 2016 elections and to Special Counsel Robert Mueller.219 The Senate report published in December 2018 noted that “73 different IRA-affiliated [Facebook] Pages and Instagram accounts were part of an ads operation that consisted of 3519 ads.”220 Facebook has come under particular fire because its micro-targeting capabilities allow advertisers to direct their messages to very specific subsets of people and to modify the ads in real time so that they can hone in further and become even more effective. Research shows that the Kremlin-backed IRA used these tools to send messages to voters of color, discouraging them from voting.221

In October 2017, Senator Amy Klobuchar, with Senators Mark Warner and John McCain, introduced the Honest Ads Act, which would require online political ads to be covered by the same rules as those sold for TV, radio, or satellite.222 While Facebook and Twitter have publicly backed the bill,223 some critics have argued that tech giants would rather deflect such regulation. “Privately,” said Michael Posner, director of the NYU Stern Center for Business and Human Rights, “they’ve made it clear they are not for it.”224

In response to PEN America’s request for comment for this report, Google, Twitter, and Facebook all disputed such a characterization. Google provided the following statement: “We are committed to working with legislators to deter foreign governments from using any communications platform to influence US elections, and to ensure greater transparency in online political advertising generally.”225 Facebook responded by referencing Zuckerberg’s publicly stated support for the bill, and stated the company “continue[s] to believe that it represents an important step in tackling the industry-wide challenge of preventing foreign election interference.”226 Twitter responded by saying that allegations that Twitter does not support the Act are “entirely inaccurate,” with a spokesperson elaborating that “Twitter publicly supported the Honest Ads Act in April 2018 and we remain supportive.”227

In the 2018 midterm election cycle, Facebook, Google, and Twitter took steps to make their political ad sales more transparent and to more clearly label the ads.228 All three put in place clear requirements for political advertisers to confirm their identities and their locations in the United States, with Facebook and Twitter requiring advertisers applying for verification to receive a letter at a U.S. mailing address.229 Facebook and Twitter apply the same requirements to issue ads, which do not promote particular candidates but do advocate on political issues.230 All three platforms include “paid for by” information on the ads. But so far, Facebook’s efforts to verify its political advertisers have fallen woefully short. Authorized advertisers have been free to fill in the “paid for by” disclaimer with whatever description they choose, without verification. The result has been that once advertisers were authorized, they had carte blanche to disguise their identities. And at least a portion of such advertisers apparently used disguises to deliberately mislead users about the source of the advertisements they were viewing.

Those aiming to prove the flimsiness of Facebook’s purported safeguards have not had to work hard. A November 2018 ProPublica investigation found dozens of examples of Facebook’s “paid for by” label being manipulated so that posts of unknown origin appeared to be associated with candidates, campaigns, or official

Legislative solutions like the Honest Ads Act and the recently introduced For the People Act are good starting points, as long as they do not create perverse incentives that would drive online platforms to be overly restrictive in what ads they permit on their platforms.
political groups. Vice News revealed in October that it had applied and been approved to buy political ads on Facebook while claiming they were “paid for by” ISIS and Vice President Mike Pence (an ad “paid for by” Hillary Clinton was rejected). Vice was also able to place ads that were exact replicas of some posted by Russians in 2016. It went through Facebook’s advertiser authorization process, including the verification of a home address. As Vice pointed out, “That meant Facebook knew who was behind the ads internally, but externally, Facebook users would see [what] was completely made up Paid For information.”

Researchers from the Campaign for Accountability, an advocacy group, announced in September that they had successfully bought political ads on Google using fake profiles intended to look as if they were affiliated with the Internet Research Agency; the ads used content used by the IRA in 2016. Even evoking the most notorious source of Russian propaganda somehow failed to set off alarm bells for Google. The ads also appeared on YouTube and on the websites of CNN, CBS This Morning, HuffPost, and The Daily Beast. Google responded to Buzzfeed’s revelations by saying that it was taking “further appropriate action to upgrade our systems and processes.”

Disclosure of corporate or other foreign political funding is essential to combat election-distorting disinformation campaigns. But it does not wholly solve the problem. Legislative solutions like the Honest Ads Act and the recently introduced For the People Act—a comprehensive election reform bill that includes the provisions of the Honest Ads Act—are good starting points, as long as they do not create perverse incentives that would drive online platforms to be overly restrictive in what ads they permit on their platforms.

Legislative Proposals for the Online Disclosure of Political Ad Funding

The Federal Elections Campaign Act (FECA), which regulates political campaign fundraising and spending, was passed nearly 50 years ago in a drastically different political and communications landscape. The act restricted the amounts that donors could contribute to federal candidates and parties and mandated the disclosure of contributions and expenditures in campaigns for federal office. FECA has been revised several times over the years. Most recently, there have been efforts to bring the advertising disclosure provisions into the digital age to hold online political ad funding accountable to the same standards as print and television media.

As news consumption has moved online, policymakers have sought to expand FECA accordingly. Bills such as the Honest Ads Act, introduced in the Senate in 2017, would extend the existing requirements for the disclosure of funders of political advertising, which currently apply to print, television, and broadcast communications, to apply online. Companies that publish political ads would be required to maintain copies of these ads and disclose how much was spent on each one as well as how and to whom it was targeted. The ads to be covered by the bill would include any that:

(i) is made by or on behalf of a candidate; or

(ii) communicates a message relating to any political matter of national importance, including—
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Legislative Proposals for the Online Disclosure of Political Ad Funding (cont’d)

(I) a candidate;

(II) any election to Federal office; or

(III) a national legislative issue of public importance. 246

The inclusion of ads relating to “national legislative issue[s] of public importance” represents a broadening of the set of ads that would be regulated online. In 2018, when Facebook attempted to roll out some elements of the Honest Ads Act of its own accord, issue ads—touching on matters like immigration, gun control, and criminal justice—proved challenging to regulate properly (see “Spotlight: Ad Policies and Publishers,” below). The breadth of that category raises concerns that the terms of the Honest Ads Act as currently drafted might not be specific enough to hone in on political advertising and avoid ensnaring other types of content.

The newly seated House of Representatives in the 115th Congress has introduced the sweeping H.R. 1, the For the People Act, which includes a newer iteration of the Honest Ads Act as one component. In the bill’s words: “The dramatic increase in digital political advertisements, and the growing centrality of online platforms in the lives of Americans, requires the Congress and the Federal Election Commission to take meaningful action to ensure that laws and regulations provide the accountability and transparency that [are] fundamental to our democracy.” 247

H.R. 1 would also task the executive branch with creation of a national strategy to “protect against cyber attacks, influence operations, disinformation campaigns, and other activities that could undermine the security and integrity of United States democratic institutions.” Additionally, it would establish a congressional commission to “counter efforts to undermine democratic institutions within the United States.” 248 The commission would have 18 months to investigate and research relevant threats and develop a report and set of recommendations for the president and Congress. 249

The proposal for such a national strategy is well warranted. However, it is worth noting that the year-long timeline provided for the strategy’s completion almost ensures that this strategy would not be released in advance of the 2020 elections, let alone any of its recommendations implemented. As of the writing of this report, none of the federal legislative proposals requiring the online disclosure of political ads have become law.

Days before this report’s release, on March 8, 2019, the House of Representatives passed the For the People Act, moving the bill forward substantially. 250 However, the Act appears likely to stall in the Senate, where the Senate Majority leader, Mitch McConnell, has pledged not to take up the proposal. 251

Online users—and the American voting public—should be equipped to assess the reliability of the content they consume online. PEN America therefore supports the principle of increased transparency around the funding of political ads, as it allows the public to make informed political choices and hold elected officials accountable. However, as with all such legislation, PEN America cautions that the scope of regulation must be narrow and precisely defined to comport with the First Amendment. Otherwise legislation risks incentivizing overly aggressive actions by the technology companies to ensure adherence and avoid penalties. If legislators are serious about increasing transparency around political ads, they should introduce a standalone proposal that could garner bipartisan support, focusing narrowly on ads relating to candidates and elections. While strategy development is also important to understand the scope of the disinformation problem, it must not preclude actions needed more urgently.
Ad Archives

Facebook, Google, and Twitter each introduced a searchable ad database in the past year. Facebook unveiled its Ad Archive in April, Twitter its Ads Transparency Center in June, and Google its Ad Library in August. The databases provide different categories of information and levels of detail about the ads. But all three contain each ad’s sponsor, how much it cost to post, when it was shown, and how many times. All three allow users to swim through their ad pools and search past and current campaign ads running throughout the United States. And all three represent a step forward, though each has notable limits in the transparency and comprehensiveness of the data shared with the public. As a result, the public response to these efforts has been mixed, with many seeing them as a significant step but still far from sufficient.

In May, ProPublica poked holes in Facebook’s political ad system, noting that it relies on a combination of applicants’ “voluntary disclosure” and Facebook’s algorithmically and manually mining ad buys to determine which are political yet not registered as such. Reviewing the three databases, Natasha Singer of The New York Times included lengthy descriptions of the alleged shortcomings of each: “The Facebook archive does not show which campaigns are the biggest spenders or allow you to search ads by date. . . . The Google archive does not show political ads for candidates in state elections or ads on political issues. . . . For state or local political ads on Twitter, you can see only current ads—and those don’t include demographic audience data or spending data.” Facebook’s archive provides estimated data on the age, gender, and location of those who saw the ad, but does not include complete information on how the ad was targeted (although sometimes that can be inferred from the audience demographic data).

In January 2019, ProPublica reported that Facebook had blocked a tool the news outlet developed to show how users were being targeted by political ads. Users could voluntarily install a plugin developed by ProPublica that records data on the ads in their News Feed and information on why they were targeted (information a user can find by selecting ‘Why am I seeing this?’ on an individual ad). ProPublica used this information to build its own political ad database, allowing people to see more clearly how these ads were being targeted. ProPublica, as well as Mozilla and WhoTargetsMe, two other organizations engaged in similar transparency initiatives, all found their tools stopped working in January, after Facebook made changes that allegedly blocked them. In a statement to ProPublica, Facebook spokesperson Beth Gautier said, “This was a routine update and applied to ad blocking and ad scraping plugins, which can expose people’s information to bad actors in ways they did not expect.” While Facebook is allegedly developing its own tool to help researchers analyze political ads, and while some caution regarding outside efforts to collect user data is understandable in the wake of the Cambridge Analytica revelations, these developments raise concerns that Facebook is trying to limit independent analysis and control what information credible researchers can access.

In an April statement, Senator Klobuchar argued that the tech companies’ efforts are insufficient unless backed by legislative regulation: “This was a routine update and applied to ad blocking and ad scraping plugins, which can expose people’s information to bad actors in ways they did not expect.” While Facebook is allegedly developing its own tool to help researchers analyze political ads, and while some caution regarding outside efforts to collect user data is understandable in the wake of the Cambridge Analytica revelations, these developments raise concerns that Facebook is trying to limit independent analysis and control what information credible researchers can access.

In an April statement, Senator Klobuchar argued that the tech companies’ efforts are insufficient unless backed by legislative regulation: “This was a routine update and applied to ad blocking and ad scraping plugins, which can expose people’s information to bad actors in ways they did not expect.” While Facebook is allegedly developing its own tool to help researchers analyze political ads, and while some caution regarding outside efforts to collect user data is understandable in the wake of the Cambridge Analytica revelations, these developments raise concerns that Facebook is trying to limit independent analysis and control what information credible researchers can access.

Klobuchar is right: Piecemeal efforts governed by the discretion of the technology companies have not come close to reaching the level of comprehensiveness and effectiveness necessary to curtail fraudulent news and safeguard election-related discourse. Facebook spokesperson Beth Gautier said, “This was a routine update and applied to ad blocking and ad scraping plugins, which can expose people’s information to bad actors in ways they did not expect.” While Facebook is allegedly developing its own tool to help researchers analyze political ads, and while some caution regarding outside efforts to collect user data is understandable in the wake of the Cambridge Analytica revelations, these developments raise concerns that Facebook is trying to limit independent analysis and control what information credible researchers can access.

Piecemeal efforts governed by the discretion of the technology companies have not come close to reaching the level of comprehensiveness and effectiveness necessary to curtail fraudulent news and safeguard election-related discourse. Legislation that preserves free expression and focuses narrowly on elections and campaigns could help increase transparency and equip voters with the information needed to assess the credibility of political ads.
### Spotlight

**Ad Policies and Publishers**

Some of these steps to curb advertising disinformation—particularly Facebook’s policies for issue ads—have given rise to a host of unintended consequences and garnered significant blowback. Giving attention to issue ads under these policies is potentially important, since they are the ads most likely to be used to foster division or target specific communities, including around voting. Even so, Facebook’s definition in 2018 of what constituted an “issue ad” was overbroad, sweeping up an array of content not germane to the initiative’s objectives.

In April 2018, when it announced its new policy for political ads, Facebook’s definition encompassed any ad touching on a long list of “national issues of public importance,” including civil rights, education, foreign policy, government reform, guns, health, and values—the last of which could essentially capture nearly anything. While Facebook is right that ads that relate to these topics may well be political in nature, that is not always the case. This definition swept up ads from news publishers, nonprofit organizations, and a range of other entities seeking to promote their work on these issues. As a result, when posters sought to boost their news content in those areas by reposting it as paid advertising, their ads were rejected. If trained, qualified individuals had been reviewing these ads earlier in the process and researching their sponsors as necessary, they may have been more able to make obvious distinctions between the work of nonpartisan nonprofits and publishers and the work of political campaigns and action groups.

A June 2018 Poynter article described how the publishers of an article about the mistreatment of migrant children were rejected when they tried to spend $150 to promote the article on Facebook. There were told that they would have to register, or spend $150 to promote the article on Facebook.

As ProPublica pointed out, not only was the policy mislabeling and ensnaring news articles; it was also failing to capture some actual political ads, including one promoting a yes vote on a San Francisco area ballot proposition.

A similar story in July, from KPBS, a San Diego public radio station, told of a five-year-old girl who was forced to appear in immigration court unaccompanied. Under Facebook’s new policy, the story could not be boosted to reach a larger audience. In response, Jean Guerrero, who reported and wrote the story, retorted that now “balanced journalism is now ‘political content.”

In response, Facebook noted that publishers could go through its authorization process to prevent their content from being rejected. Thereafter, though, news articles or other content that they were paying to promote would be labeled as political ads and be included in the political ad archive. For journalists, nonprofit organizations, and others, this was overly restrictive, and troubling in its attempt to mark civic speech and journalism as the equivalent of political advertising.

The Financial Times and New York Media were among those that canceled their Facebook advertising in response to the new policy. In June, a coalition of seven media associations, including the American Society of News Editors, the Society of Professional Journalists, and the News Media Alliance, sent a joint letter to Facebook protesting the policy and highlighting the risk it posed to professional journalism. In the letter, the associations said that they viewed the policy as “another step toward furthering a false and dangerous narrative that blurs the lines between real reporting from the professional media and propaganda,” and called on Facebook to provide a “clear exemption for publishers of professional journalism.”

Maribel Perez Wadsworth, president of the USA Today Network and publisher of USA Today, said, “In spirit, what Facebook is trying to accomplish is both reasonable and important—to help their users understand the sources of political advertising vying for their attention... The problem rests in the execution. Facebook’s approach fails to draw a critical distinction between journalism and political advertising.”

Jon Slade, chief commercial officer for the Financial Times, said on a podcast that “it is dangerous to describe journalism as political content. Journalism is journalism, and political lobbying is political lobbying. To conflate the two is an extremely dangerous precedent, particularly in this era when there are so many question marks about the veracity of news.”

With these concerns in mind, in late June Facebook did adjust its policy to create a separate section in the ad archive for news stories, though publishers found this step insufficient, as the database was still titled “Archive of Ads with Political Content.” The website is currently entitled merely “Ad Archive,” and invites the user to search ads “related to politics or issues of national importance,” while search results can be filtered by “news” vs. “political and issue.”

When Twitter released its own issue ad policy a few months after Facebook, it built in an exception for news outlets and received a generally appreciative response from publishers.

PEN America had its own experience with the Facebook ad policy. As a nonprofit organization that hosts...
public programs, we at times utilize Facebook to help promote our events and build audiences, paying to promote Facebook posts for upcoming events. In June 2018, shortly after the policy was altered, Facebook rejected PEN America’s post promoting an event of readings and song in honor of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Nelson Mandela and the release of a new volume of his prison letters due to “political content.” After PEN America staff submitted an appeal and Facebook carried out a review, it admitted that the determination was made in error and approved the ad. The integration of human judgment earlier on in the process would help avoid such errors and prevent needless and time-consuming appeals.

Collectively, the ad policies are a prime example of how the pressure on major tech companies to address past and prevent future abuses, while necessary, also puts them at risk of establishing flawed, seemingly rushed policies without fully considering the consequences or engaging in the necessary consultation with human rather than artificial intelligence. As the 2020 elections loom, the risks of overreaction and overreach will only grow. To avoid repeated missteps and further breakdowns of trust, the tech companies must prioritize human engagement with the stakeholders affected by any major policy decision and with the range of content shared on the platform. Ongoing vigilance from civil society groups and the media is also necessary to track these changes and their implications, and to engage with the tech companies to find solutions that broaden the space for online expression, rather than narrowing it.

Tech Company Collaboration with U.S. Government Agencies

Both Google and Twitter have recently touted their collaboration with government agencies as part of their efforts to identify and combat disinformation on their platforms. After the midterms, Facebook announced that it had been working closely on enforcement with, among others, the FBI and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), which possess “additional tools to deter or punish abuse.”

The company also reportedly worked with state election boards to notify them promptly of irregularities. In its Retrospective Review of the midterm elections, Twitter described its “well-established” relationships with agencies, including the FBI’s Foreign Influence Task Force and DHS’s Election Security Task Force.

In November, a Twitter spokesperson noted that the company had “established open lines of communication and direct, easy escalation paths for state election officials, DHS, and campaign organizations from both major parties.” The subsequent review described Twitter’s Election Day participation in an operations center convened by DHS and comprising participants from the FBI, the Department of Justice, the director of national intelligence, and “federal, state, local, and private sector partners.” Shortly after the election, a Twitter spokesperson said, “It was evident on Election Day that we were more efficiently able to combat threats to information integrity through these partnerships.”

The motivation for social media companies to engage with law enforcement and intelligence agencies is clear, and in the face of foreign actors attempting to undermine U.S. elections, such coordination is necessary. But it is not without risks. Facebook, with its more than 2 billion users, is perhaps the world’s largest platform for public speech, and it has access to extensive user data and billions of private messages between its users. Twitter, with over 300 million users as well as a trove of private inter-user
communications, is in a similar position. Given these companies’ enormous power, their collaboration with some of the country’s most formidable agencies must be zealously evaluated and monitored.²⁸⁷

The nature of the coordination between federal law enforcement and the tech companies is murky and will probably remain so. It raises potential concerns for free expression, particularly given repeated and recent revelations about tech companies’ lax approach to protecting user data and privacy. In a blog post after the elections, Facebook described the “complexities and challenges” of coordinating with law enforcement and said that it uses a “rigorous vetting process” when assessing whether and what information to share with the government.²⁸⁸ The post’s assurances that Facebook is careful about users’ privacy were vague, and rang rather hollow given the long history of gaps in the company’s safeguards.

PEN America reached out to Facebook, Twitter, and Google to ask for more information about their collaboration with government agencies and about their internal policies to protect user privacy and free speech during these collaborations. Google responded by saying, “Google worked with government election integrity task forces ahead of the 2018 elections to better understand the threat landscape to protect our users, and the public generally, and to prevent our systems from being abused. . . . In these election-related engagements with government, as with all such engagements, Google applied its policies to respect the privacy and security of user data. No exceptions were made by Google nor were they sought by government.”²⁸⁹ Google also referenced its Transparency Report, in regards to our question about the public accessibility of information around such collaborations.²⁹⁰

Facebook, in its response, pointed to its participation in the Global Network Initiative, a multi-stakeholder initiative that develops principles and guidelines for companies to adhere during their activities. The guidelines take on human rights and other corporate responsibilities (PEN America is also a member of the GNI). Facebook noted that these guidelines “directly address practices for responding to requests from law enforcement and national security agencies that may implicate user privacy and freedom of expression.”²⁹¹ Facebook additionally noted that they publish information on “actions taken in response to government demands related to locally illegal content, including those related to alleged illegal misinformation,” in its biannual Transparency Report.²⁹²

Twitter responded by referencing its Transparency Report and its legal request FAQ, which “details the approach we take, including a review of the reported account or Tweets for any indications that the request seeks to restrict or chill freedom of expression; raises other Twitter policy concerns (e.g., accounts belonging to journalists, verified accounts, or accounts containing political speech); or raises practical or technical concerns.”²⁹³

PEN America is heartened that each technology company referenced its existing transparency reports in addressing our question. Certainly, first and foremost, social media companies must be as transparent as possible about these partnerships. While recognizing that information provided by law enforcement and intelligence agencies will not always be shareable with the public, as a rule social media platforms must be as open as they can with users about what type of information they might share with government bodies and how they decide what to share and when. Platform users also need to inform themselves about the vast breadth of personal information collected on them, often in ways that are not obvious or visible. Despite the platforms’ assurances of privacy, the existence and expansion of these government partnerships are a reminder that personal information may find its way into the hands of law enforcement. At the same time, platforms must ensure that they do not enable excessive government surveillance of users. The pressing nature of the threat does warrant information sharing; increased transparency around these processes is necessary to ensure the cure does not end up being more destructive than the disease.

Platforms must ensure that they do not enable excessive government surveillance of users. The pressing nature of the threat does warrant information sharing; increased transparency around these processes is necessary to ensure the cure does not end up being more destructive than the disease.
necessary to ensure the cure does not end up being more destructive than the disease.

Tech companies’ collaborations with political campaigns can be even more questionable than their partnerships with government agencies. In the fall of 2017, a study published in the journal Political Communication detailed how Facebook, Google, and Twitter worked with campaigns during the 2016 election cycle. While the tech giants purported to be merely offering “customer support” to political campaigns that bought ads on their platforms—similar to services that they would offer any ad buyer—the study argued that they instead “actively shap[ed] campaign communication through their close collaboration with political staffers.”

Daniel Kreiss, a professor at the University of North Carolina and one of the study’s authors, deemed the active support “a form of subsidy from technology firms to political candidates.”

Soon afterward Brad Parscale, the Trump campaign’s digital director, corroborated and advanced the study’s findings, telling 60 Minutes that Facebook staff were “embedded” inside Trump’s offices. Facebook disputed this designation while acknowledging that Facebook staff engaged with political campaigns, saying that “no one from Facebook was assigned full-time to the Trump campaign, or full-time to the Clinton campaign.” In response to a request for comment from PEN America, a Facebook spokesperson stated: “While particular candidates and campaigns may choose to make use of Facebook in different ways, we make the same level of support and resources available to all candidates and campaigns.”

But the Political Communication study and 60 Minutes report raise troubling questions about where tech companies should draw the line between giving campaigns customer support and actively working to support their candidates.

In response to request for comment from PEN America, a Twitter spokesperson stated: “we approach political clients in the same way we do commercial clients, offering support on how to use our tools and best practices for using Twitter. We do not embed employees in campaigns.”

The platforms did not provide information on any specific assistance they had provided in 2018.

Technology companies may want to offer robust customer service to those who buy their ad space, but a political campaign is not just any customer. Major technology platforms already appear to be investigating how to collaborate with political campaigns to more effectively counter disinformation. But as they do so, they must be careful not to cross the line into advising these campaigns in ways that compromise their impartiality.

Government Response

The public’s response to fraudulent news has
included the expectation that government entities would act to tamp down on it as part of their obligation to ensure the integrity of our elections. This expectation has been shaken by the Trump Administration’s reluctance to acknowledge Russia’s interference in the 2016 elections, with the president himself repeatedly downplaying the Kremlin’s disinformation incursions. In the first 18 months of Trump’s presidency, the White House reportedly held only two meetings on the subject of election security.

On September 12, 2018, after significant pressure to take action, President Trump signed an executive order declaring that any attempts by foreign adversaries “to interfere in or undermine public confidence in United States elections, including through the unauthorized accessing of election and campaign infrastructure or the covert distribution of propaganda and disinformation, constitutes an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the United States.” Although the order carefully avoids stating that interference has actually occurred, it threatens sanctions for anyone determined to have been involved in interfering in a U.S. election.

On October 19, 2018, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, the Department of Justice, the Department of Homeland Security, and the FBI issued a joint statement on combating foreign influence on U.S. elections. The statement expressed concern about ongoing attempts by Russia, China, Iran, and others to “undermine confidence in democratic institutions and influence public sentiment and government policies.” The departments explicitly warned that such campaigns “may seek to influence voter perceptions and decision making in the 2018 and 2020 U.S. elections.” Also in October, NBC News reported on a DHS intelligence assessment that “Russia and China remain active, though in different ways. Russia attempts to spread disinformation with hackers posing as Americans, while China is engaged in more conventional propaganda efforts.”

In a report to the White House 45 days after the 2018 election, as required in the executive order, the DNI confirmed that while it found no evidence of election infrastructure being compromised, “Russia, and other foreign countries, including China and Iran, conducted influence activities and messaging campaigns targeted at the United States to promote their strategic interests.” In December, then-Secretary of Defense James Mattis stated at a security forum in California that Russian President Vladimir Putin had “tried again to muck around in our elections last month.”

Despite the president’s own insufficient response, federal departments and agencies have focused on various approaches to security election integrity.

In July 2018, NSA director and head of the Pentagon’s U.S. Cyber Command, Paul Nakasone, established a Russia group to coordinate the efforts of the two organizations in countering influence operations related to the midterms. The group was additionally directed to coordinate with the Department of Homeland Security, the CIA, and the FBI. The FBI is the “lead federal agency responsible for investigating foreign influence operations,” which its website describes as including “fabricated stories on social media platforms to discredit U.S. individuals and institutions.” The website states that the FBI’s Foreign Influence Task Force works to secure elections through investigations and operations; information and intelligence sharing with other intelligence community agencies, state and local law enforcement, and election officials; and private sector partnerships, namely “strategic engagement with U.S. technology companies, including threat indicator sharing.” In a statement at a press briefing on August 2, 2018, FBI Director Christopher Wray said that the bureau was providing tech companies with “actionable intelligence to better enable them to address abuse of their platforms by foreign actors. This year, we’ve met with top social media and technology
companies several times. We’ve given them classified briefings, and we’ve shared specific threat indicators and account information, so they can better monitor their own platforms.”

In Colorado, on September 10, 2018, the FBI provided first-of-its-kind training for 150 state-level Colorado government officials, politicians, and campaign staff on cybersecurity and defending against disinformation. The Colorado secretary of state, Wayne Williams, co-sponsored the event. Williams told The Colorado Sun: “My office will be monitoring and responding to things that appear to be providing misinformation or disinformation, but as a voter, check and make sure you know the source from which you are re-posting or re-tweeting. Check to make sure it actually is a fact before you share it with other people.”

Mike Weissman, a Democratic state representative who attended the event, told PEN America that he found it worthwhile. “I’m sure they are going to be doing things like this every cycle,” he said.

“By time we come to 2020, we will be talking about misinformation as regularly as who is going where in Iowa and New Hampshire.” PEN America reached out to the FBI to inquire if other such trainings had been held in 2018 or would be held in the future, but received no response.

In October 2018, The New York Times reported that the Pentagon’s U.S. Cyber Command was targeting individual Russian operatives it believed were engaging in disinformation campaigns aimed at disrupting elections. The Times called the effort “the first known overseas cyberoperation to protect American elections, including the November midterm.” The campaign involves telling individual Russian operatives that they are being tracked, as a deterrent measure. Jankowicz, of the Wilson Center, described this tactic as “messaging individual purveyors of disinformation, saying, in effect, ‘We are watching you. We know what you are doing. If you continue, there might be consequences.’”

On November 2, 2018, The Daily Beast reported that the United States was prepared for a possible cyberattack against Russia to retaliate for attempted electronic interference in the midterm elections and that military hackers had been given advance approval to access Russian systems in case the plan needed to be activated. The report noted that “the effort constitutes one of the first major cyberbattle plans organized under a new government policy enabling potential offensive operations to proceed more quickly once the parameters have been worked out in advance and agreed among key agencies.”

On February 27, 2019 The Washington Post reported that U.S. Cyber Command had indeed taken action against the IRA on Election Day and approximately a day afterwards. The report cited officials as saying the obstruction of the IRA’s networks was intended to “prevent the Russians from mounting a disinformation campaign that cast doubt on the results.” While the move was hailed by lawmakers as having successfully defended against Russian election interference, some officials were more realistic about the likely effect, with the Post quoting one as saying: “Causing consternation or throwing sand in the gears may raise the cost of engaging in nefarious activities, but it is not going to cause a nation state to just drop their election interference.”

Others have suggested this action may have had unintended consequences within Russia. Russia-focused media startup The Bell noted that news of the attack might have been one factor behind the introduction of a bill intended to isolate Russia’s internet, which was introduced in the state Duma a month after the election. The Bell called the attack “bad news for ordinary Russians,” noting: “The idea to isolate the Russian internet appeared years ago, but the attack has surely given it a new urgency.”

On November 5, the day before the midterms, the DHS, DOJ, DNI, and FBI issued a joint statement warning Americans to be vigilant, stating that “foreign actors—and Russia in particular—continue to influence public sentiment and voter perceptions . . . by spreading false information about political processes and candidates, lying about their own interference activities, disseminating propaganda on social media, and through other tactics.” Everyday Americans, these governmental bodies continued, “can mitigate these efforts by remaining informed, reporting suspicious activity, and being vigilant consumers of information.” The statement went on to urge citizens to get election information from state or local election officials and to verify that sources are reliable before sharing information on social media. This statement can be read as an acknowledgment of the central conclusion of PEN America’s 2017 report, Faking News, that perhaps the most powerful shield
against foreign disinformation is not sophisticated cyber-tactics or classified intelligence sharing but citizens’ thoughtful engagement with the news they consume.\textsuperscript{331}

Upon leaving his post as Facebook’s chief security officer in August 2018, Alex Stamos criticized the federal government for not doing enough to protect the election process from hacking and disinformation—specifically for failing in 2016 and not acting quickly enough to secure the 2018 midterms. “The fundamental flaws in the collective American reaction dates to summer 2016,” Stamos wrote, “when much of the information being reported today was in the hands of the executive branch.”\textsuperscript{332} Now a professor at Stanford studying disinformation, Stamos added that in August, Facebook revealed details on scores of accounts Russians and Iranian groups that were used to distort information. “The revelations are evidence that Russia has not been deterred and that Iran is following in its footsteps,” he wrote.\textsuperscript{333} “This underlines a sobering reality: America’s adversaries believe that it is still both safe and effective to attack U.S. democracy using American technologies and the freedoms we cherish.”\textsuperscript{334}

Stamos’s point is valid. Like the tech companies, government is still playing catch-up in the wake of revelations about 2016, when it, too, was caught relatively flat-footed or failed to act on what it knew. After decades of the Cold War, in which propaganda campaigns between the United States and the Soviet Union were de rigueur, the U.S. government had clearly been lulled into a false sense of security with regard to those tactics.\textsuperscript{335} A blog post on the legal analysis site Lawfare, in October 2017, noted that during the Cold War, disinformation campaigns rarely targeted the U.S. public, because Americans’ reliance on a limited set of high-quality journalistic outlets made such efforts difficult.\textsuperscript{336} But with the birth of the internet and significant changes across the information ecosystem, the public is now vulnerable in new ways. While the growing consensus that voluntary measures and algorithmic tweaks have fallen far short is heartening, it is clear that more comprehensive, thoughtful government action is needed to address these threats.

It is PEN America’s position, however, that calls for greater government action must also be tempered with caution. In addition to the concerns raised previously regarding government collaboration with tech companies in ways that may infringe on free expression or user privacy, there are other risks involved. For one, as disinformation increasingly originates within the U.S., there may be a temptation to turn surveillance and cyberoperations typically used externally towards Americans. As such, the U.S. government response to threats from fraudulent news and disinformation needs to both match the scale of the problem and take care not to infringe on privacy and the right to free expression.

### Political Parties

Both the Democratic National Committee and the Republican National Committee have stepped up their security, recognizing that they are vulnerable to foreign and domestic interference. Their focus, however, remains primarily on cybersecurity and the threat of hacking, perhaps in part due to the DNC’s experience of having a raft of campaign emails published by Wikileaks after a successful Russian spearfishing attempt in 2016.\textsuperscript{337} There appears to be little focus on fraudulent news and disinformation within the parties, either as a tool that might be used against campaigns and needs to be defended against, or as a strategy the party needs to ensure candidates and campaigns are not utilizing. A DNC memo sent out 100 days before the 2018 midterm elections and outlining various committee initiatives provided an update on cybersecurity but included no specific mention of plans to tackle disinformation campaigns.\textsuperscript{338} Given the ways these tactics are used to discourage voter turnout or otherwise confuse voters, the parties certainly have an interest in developing strategies to address this challenge.

Raffi Krikorian, the DNC’s chief technology officer, had a team of 35 people working on cybersecurity and disinformation.\textsuperscript{339} Krikorian said that he “barely” interacted with his counterpart, the chief technology officer at the Republican National Committee, and that they communicate primarily via government agencies.\textsuperscript{340} “Sadly, we don’t work with them as closely as we would like,” he said.\textsuperscript{341} Although, as noted above, Twitter has described coordinating with both the RNC and DNC, they do not appear to have done much to coordinate with each other. With regard to tackling fraudulent information online, Krikorian has said that social media companies must do more as disinformation operations continue to grow: “Our concern is, honestly, it’s just going to get worse over time unless the platform companies figure out how to control it on their side.”\textsuperscript{342} PEN America reached out to both the RNC and DNC for comment, but received no response.

The parties will need to start taking fraudulent news as seriously as they take cybersecurity, not only to reduce the risk of becoming targets but also to maintain their own credibility. The risk that fraudulent news will come to be viewed as an acceptable political tactic is real, and it will be up to candidates and parties to commit to upholding the truth and defending against the further erosion of our political discourse.
There is a fine line between purveying fraudulent news and aggressively micro-targeting voters with heavily partisan and negative campaign messages. A negative ad that in years past would have run on television or in print can take on vastly increased potency in the digital age, when it can be targeted, reinforced, and refined in real time to shape opinions in ways that are insidious and difficult to counter. Micro-targeting also means that many such ads are displayed to such a narrow slice of the public that the media, opposing campaigns, or public interest groups may never see them, much less have the opportunity to argue that they are false or misleading. In the wake of the 2016 elections and revelations about the rising technical sophistication of both legitimate and illegitimate election-related communications, candidates and parties are understandably seeking an edge from new, turbocharged forms of opinion shaping. In this context, it is essential that political organizations prioritize the obligation not to contribute to the degradation of election-related discourse by trafficking in misleading information.

**Risks on the Horizon**
The increasing ease with which people can produce, for example, “deepfake” videos—in which video imagery is digitally manipulated in ways that are extremely difficult to discern—could be exploited by purveyors of fraudulent news during the 2020 presidential elections. In May 2018, a political party in Belgium commissioned a fake video of Donald Trump offering advice to Belgium about climate change. The party, Sp.a, assumed that the video edit was obvious enough that people would see that the video was a joke, intended to drive them to an online petition. Many did not get the joke. Although some experts, including Tim Hwang, director of the Harvard–MIT Ethics and Governance of Artificial Intelligence Initiative, believe that the technology is not yet accessible enough to pose an imminent threat, the Belgium example shows that even crude fake videos can be convincing. In the context of an election, a deepfake video—particularly if presented as news—could be nearly impossible to refute, its impact exceedingly difficult to mitigate. Danielle Citron, a law professor at the University of Maryland, told The Guardian, “I’m starting to see how a well-timed deep fake could very well disrupt the democratic process.” The very existence of deepfakes can erode public trust in even authentic video. As Hany Farid, professor of computer science at the University of California at Berkeley, put it: “The problem isn’t just that deep fake technology is getting better. It is that the social processes by which we collectively come to know things and hold them to be true or untrue are under threat.”

Deepfakes are just the latest example of technology with the potential to erode our ability to assess the truth. While much of the fraudulent news that proliferated around the 2018 election was amateurish, it is the collective impact of fraudulent information that risks undermining fact-based civic dialogue. During elections, the impact is magnified, making it all the more urgent that we strengthen our societal resilience against such manipulation.
FRAUDULENT NEWS IN THE 2018 MIDTERM ELECTIONS
What it Looked Like

Who Was Responsible: Foreign versus “Domesticated” Disinformation
After 2016, most media coverage of fraudulent news revolved around foreign actors: Russian agents of disinformation, along with Macedonian clickbait farmers, were seen as the primary antagonists, even as experts noted that ideologues here in the United States were also creating and disseminating fraudulent stories. As one report to the Senate Intelligence Committee said of the Russians, “The scale of their operation was unprecedented,” representing a major offensive in a “propaganda war against American citizens.”

Two years and one midterm election cycle later, both the threat and our understanding of it have shifted. Foreign actors linked to Russia and Iran continued to use fraudulent news to stoke polarization and influence U.S. voters, with their activity seemingly less focused on specific campaigns than in 2016. Part of this shift probably involves the nature of midterm elections; more local and more numerous, they are simply harder for outsiders to game, and they offer lower pay-offs in terms of influence and outcomes. And this does not mean influence efforts in 2020 will not be more explicitly about influencing election outcomes. Still, while foreign disinformation operations remain a major problem, in 2018 some significant fraudulent news attacks came from domestic actors.

During the month of October 2018, researchers from the Oxford Internet Institute examined some 2.5 million Tweets and nearly 7,000 Facebook pages to assess the spread of “junk news,” which they defined as “deliberately misleading, deceptive, or incorrect information.” The researchers evaluated junk news purveyors on the basis of five criteria: professionalism, style, credibility, bias, and counterfeiteffect. To qualify as a source of junk news, an outlet had to fulfill at least three of the five criteria. So an outlet that was found to be heavily biased, to exhibit low levels of professionalism, and to assume a hyperbolic style could be considered junk news even if it was not deemed deliberately fraudulent. While that definition could therefore include sources that don’t meet PEN America’s criterion of intentional deception, the findings were nonetheless alarming. The Oxford study concluded that the proportion of junk news circulating on social media was greater than during the 2016 election, with a five percent increase on Twitter, and that users shared more junk news than news from what the study defined as professional sources.

The biggest shift, though, represented a difference in kind rather than one of degree: “What we are seeing is home-grown conspiracy theories and falsehoods,” said Lisa-Maria Neudert, one of the researchers. “The problem now reaches far beyond foreign influence campaigns and extremist fringe voices. Junk news has been domesticated, and social media users have an appetite.”

The Oxford researchers were not the only ones to reach this conclusion. On Election Day, The Washington Post described a “consensus among lawmakers, tech company officials and independent experts” that the new threat in disinformation is coming from within our borders. In early October, The New York Times reported that the website Right Wing News had used a coordinated network of Facebook pages and accounts to spread false stories about psychology professor Christine Blasey Ford to discredit her allegations of sexual misconduct against Brett Kavanaugh during his Supreme Court nomination hearings. “There are now well-developed networks of Americans targeting other Americans with purposefully designed manipulations,” commented Molly McKew, a researcher on information warfare.

Graham Brookie, director and managing editor of the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab (@DFRLab), told PEN America that, while “misleading and polarizing disinformation from foreign actors targeting U.S. elections is still ongoing,” the “scale and scope of misinformation and disinformation domestically is a lot larger than foreign actors working across elections. We are pretty good at driving disinformation at ourselves.”
Meanwhile, the disinformation threat from foreigners remains, and seems to be evolving. Recorded Future, a U.S.-based cybersecurity firm, found, and The Wall Street Journal reported, that the Russian social media accounts that it was tracking had changed tactics for the midterms, “from pushing verifiably false information to a greater emphasis on promoting ‘hyperpartisan’ perspectives.” Recorded Future suspected that Russian accounts were promoting narratives from both ends of the political spectrum. Priscilla Moriuchi, the firm’s director of strategic threat development, said that even in the two weeks leading up to the election, researchers had “seen tactics shift. . . . to appear more real and legitimate.” On Election Day itself, she added, the accounts focused more heavily on allegations of voter fraud in the battleground states of Texas, Florida, and Ohio.

During the 2018 cycle, Russian disinformation frequently appeared to have a broader aim than merely influencing congressional elections. While much domestic disinformation appears opportunistic and short-lived, Russian campaigns are playing a long game, stoking division and pushing more extreme political rhetoric with an eye toward weakening national cohesion and our democracy. Renée DiResta, director of research at New Knowledge, led one of the research teams behind the two December 2018 Senate reports that examined Russian interference in the 2016 election. In an opinion piece for The New York Times upon the report’s release, DiResta stated that “Russia was able to masquerade successfully as a collection of American media entities, managing fake personas and developing communities of hundreds of thousands, building influence over a period of years and using it to manipulate and exploit existing political and societal divisions.”

In September 2018, the Department of Justice filed a 38-page criminal complaint against Elena Alekseevna Khusyaynova that described the Russian national as having managed the finances of “Project Lakhta,” a Russian influence operation that targeted multiple countries, including the United States, over a period of several years. The complaint states that, “since at least May 2014, Project Lakhta’s stated goal in the United States was to spread distrust towards candidates for political office and the political system in general.” While the criminal complaint was backward looking, the Department made clear that Project Lakhta’s activities were not confined to 2016 and instead stretched well onward into 2018.

Members of Project Lakhta used thousands of fake Facebook accounts and email addresses to pose as Americans and engage in social media activity to “create and amplify divisive social and political content targeting a U.S. audience” and to promote or denigrate particular political candidates during the 2016 and 2018 election cycles. Contentious topics discussed in the group’s social media posts included gun control, immigration, race, and LGBTQ rights. The project’s social media activity did not reflect a single partisan preference, nor did it always come down on the same side of social issues, but it did, according to one participant, seek to “effectively aggravate the conflict between minorities and the rest of the population.”

The group’s internal guidance, made public through the Department of Justice complaint, demonstrates
that they understood and exploited Americans’ different degrees of trust for various media outlets: “If you write posts in a liberal group . . . you must not use Breitbart titles. On the contrary, if you write posts in a conservative group, do not use Washington Post or BuzzFeed’s titles.” On March 18, 2018, the project used a fake Twitter account, @wokeluisa, to post:

Fun fact: the last time a new Republican president was elected without electoral fraud was in 1988.

On March 22, 2018, another fraudulent account associated with the project, @johncopper16, tweeted:

Just a friendly reminder to get involved in the 2018 Midterms. They are motivated. They hate you. They hate your morals. They hate your 1A and 2A rights. They hate the Police. They hate the Military. They hate YOUR President.

Perhaps most notably, the fraudulent accounts were already being used to post about the 2020 election, two and a half years away, as evidenced in a tweet from @johncopper16 on February 16, 2018, which also included a cheeky self-reference:

Russians indicted today: 13 Illegal immigrants crossing Mexican border indicted today: 0
Anyway, I hope that all those Internet Research Agency *checkers will be sent to gitmo.

We didn’t vote for Trump because of a couple of hashtags shilled by the Russians. We voted for Trump because he convinced us to vote for Trump. And we are ready to vote for Trump again in 2020.

In addition, the Kremlin is taking its divisive disinformation campaigns offline, too. As Renée DiResta told PEN America: “Rather than creating fake Facebook pages and growing their own communities from scratch, they are creating fake personas, then reaching out to real, existing activists who already have communities to coordinate protests. To attend protests. To photograph protests. To write content. To share their content.”

The New York Times covered another Russian attempt to stoke divisions in September 2018. A Russian-run website called USAReally (full name: “USA Really. Wake Up Americans”) had launched in April and was, in the *Times’* words, “hiding in plain sight.” Its stated mission: “to promote crucial information and problems, which are hushed up by the conventional American media controlled by the establishment and oligarchy of the United States.”

The site, which has reportedly been banned by Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit for violating their terms of use, mixes conspiracy theories and hyper-partisan stories with more legitimate news that is repackaged from more credible sources. Its Russian founder, Alexander Malkevich, has denied allegations that the site is a Russian influence operation, though he has acknowledged that it has received funding from Russia’s state-connected Federal News Agency; the press release announcing USAReally’s creation was published on that agency’s website. The Times reported that several cybersecurity experts suspected that USAReally’s transparent connections to Russia may be deliberate. In the words of private intelligence analyst Lee Foster, USAReally may be attempting to “move this type of activity more into the mainstream, to try to legitimize it as a media entity.” The goal, then, would be to promote Russian disinformation sites as simply another source of hyper-partisan news, another unsavory but permitted entrant into America’s civic discourse. If this is true, then Russian disinformation agents may be seeking to accelerate exactly the trend that PEN America has feared: Americans simply resigning themselves to the further fragmentation of “truth” into shards of hyper-partisan and even fraudulent discourse.

At the same time, all propaganda should not be banned from social media—whether by the U.S. government or by technology giants following their own terms of service. Other Russian media organizations, such as the television news network RT (formerly Russia Today), are permitted on major social media platforms, as they should be. Voices that represent the views of other governments, even governments that can be hostile to American interests, form part of a diverse media landscape from which Americans can develop their opinions. Still, readers have a right to understand the sources of the news they consume and the ways those sources shape the news that is presented. For this reason, transparency around ownership is an important principle to uphold. Facebook’s “context button,” for example, appears on a news site’s posts and links to its Wikipedia entry, theoretically providing a straightforward way for users to make their own decisions about what information to trust. The pop-up information for RT, for instance, says that it is a Russian news outlet funded by the Russian government.

Russian agents’ skill at fomenting division underscores the need for solutions that not only push back against fraudulent news but also encourage constructive conversations around ideological fault lines. Providing a foundation of credible, fact-based information to promote civil, enlightened discussions of our most contentious issues will ensure that Americans, not Russian trolls, set the terms of our national discourse.
Fraudulent News and Disinformation in the 2018 Election Cycle
Candidate Attacks
Predictably, a significant portion of fraudulent news in the 2018 midterm elections made false claims against individual candidates. These types of political lies are not new, but technology has allowed for far more sophisticated versions and for their vast and rapid spread.

For example, on October 7, 2018, a manipulated and inaccurately captioned photo of Stacey Abrams, the Democratic nominee for governor of Georgia, was posted on Facebook. The original photo showed Abrams standing with Linda Sarsour, a co-chair of the Women’s March, both of them holding an Abrams campaign sign. The photo was taken at a rally in January 2018 marking the march’s one-year anniversary. The doctored image added the word “Communist” and the hashtag “#MuslimBrotherhood” to the sign and was accompanied by text reading “Heads up Georgia. The Muslim Brotherhood is backing Abrams.”

On October 8, 2018, FactCheck.org declared the photo doctored and noted that there was no evidence to support the claim of Abrams’s association with the Muslim Brotherhood. By then, thought, over 18,000 people had shared it. Moreover, despite the fact that FactCheck.org reviewed the post as part of its partnership with Facebook to address fraudulent information, and despite the fact that the post was thoroughly debunked, it remains up on Facebook, available for sharing.

A meme falsely attributing a quote to Republican Senator Ted Cruz was first created by a satirical Facebook page in 2015 but was resurrected and spread in 2018 with no way for people to know that it had been intended as a parody. The meme quotes Cruz saying: “When gays stayed hidden we had no mass shootings; we had no public nudity. Society was polite. Now anything and everything goes and I blame them.” PolitiFact reviewed the videotaped speech that supposedly contained those words, delivered by Cruz at the Conservative Political Action Committee (CPAC) conference in 2014, and found that it included no such quote. The Facebook page where the meme first appeared—called “Stop the world: Teabaggers want to get off”—is now defunct, but according to PolitiFact, it originally described itself as “for entertainment purposes” and its content as “primarily satire and parody with a mix of political memes and messages.”

The post demonstrates the difficulties of drawing a line between fraudulent news and satirical material that is spread with no connection to contextual information.

The disinformation campaigns did not end on Election Day. During her ultimately successful 2018 congressional campaign, Ilhan Omar, a Minnesota Democrat and Somali-American Muslim woman, was pilloried with fraudulent stories (including a claim that her ex-husband was actually her brother, whom she had married to get him American citizenship). One purveyor of this false news was a website called Stop Ilhan, which touts itself as “Prepared and paid for by the 5th Congressional District RPM, authorized by Jennifer Zielinski for Congress”; Zielinski was Omar’s 2018 congressional opponent. PEN America attempted to contact the MNGOP CD5, which purportedly paid for the site, for comment, as well as representatives of the Zielinski campaign to confirm if they had indeed authorized the website, but received no response.

After the election, Omar continued to be hounded by fraudulent news. Shortly after her victory, a meme was posted on Facebook with a Time magazine photo
of her and a fake inflammatory quote that quickly went viral: “I think all white men should be put in chains as slaves because they will never submit to Islam.” In this case, the post was flagged and fact-checked by PolitiFact as part of its recently launched partnership with Facebook, and the original post was quickly removed from the platform, an example—unlike the Stacey Abrams incident above—of a functioning fact-checking system.

**Spotlight**

**Domestic Disinformation in the 2017 Alabama Senate Election**

On December 19, 2018, *The New York Times* revealed that a group of Democratic tech experts had experimented with Russian-style online deceptions in the contentious 2017 Alabama Senate race between Republican Roy Moore—who had been accused of sexual misconduct with underage women—and the eventual winner, Democrat Doug Jones. One part of the ruse attempted to divide Republican votes by creating a Facebook page that appeared to belong to conservative Alabamians and using it to endorse a Republican write-in candidate. Another piece of this effort involved connecting seemingly Russian-linked Twitter accounts with Roy Moore’s account. The sudden influx of ostensibly Russian accounts following Moore drew media coverage at the time, and Moore’s campaign quickly pinned the blame on his Democratic opponent. The Jones campaign denied the accusations, and no evidence of its involvement has surfaced. An internal report on the operation, which was obtained by *The New York Times*, was unabashed in stating its tactics and intent: “We orchestrated an elaborate ‘false flag’ operation that planted the idea that the Moore campaign was amplified on social media by a Russian botnet.”

Among those *The New York Times* alleged were involved in the effort was Jonathon Morgan, the CEO of New Knowledge, a cybersecurity firm that delivered a commissioned report to the Senate Intelligence Committee on Russian disinformation in the 2016 elections. The Senate report is widely cited for its analysis and conclusions—including in this report. In a public statement published in January, Morgan stated that his and New Knowledge’s involvement in online efforts around Alabama’s special election was confined to a “small, limited research project on Facebook,” to test “how liberals and conservatives responded to a variety of social media posts and memes” and to specifically determine “whether counter-messaging, delivered from credible news sources, such as The Washington Post and Fox News, could break through the information bubbles that surround Facebook users.”

The *Times* reported that the financing for the effort—reportedly $100,000—came from American Engagement Technologies (AET), an anti-disinformation company. In turn, was reportedly funded by Reid Hoffman, the co-founder of LinkedIn. Hoffman later apologized for his involvement, saying he was unaware that his money was being used to pay for such a disinformation effort and that he “categorically disavow[s] the use of misinformation to sway an election.” Morgan also expressed regret for his involvement with AET, and said, “I am angered by the way my work has been conflated with the claims in AET’s report.” There is no evidence that Jones, his campaign, or party officials were aware of the effort, and he has called on the Federal Election Commission and the Department of Justice to investigate.

In the wake of the revelations, Facebook removed five accounts for engaging in coordinated inauthentic behavior, without identifying the individuals associated with them. Morgan, who confirmed that his account was among those shut down, also acknowledged that he had created a fake Facebook page to mimic Russian disinformation tactics. He stated, however, that he created the fake page as “almost a thought experiment” to examine the ease of spreading fraudulent information, rather than with the goal of influencing the election. The misinformation effort, Morgan argued, was “intended to help us understand how these kind of campaigns operated. We thought it was useful to work in the context of a real election but design it to have almost no impact.”

Regardless of precisely who was behind which parts of the effort, however, it is clear someone intended to affect the campaign and its outcome. According to *The New York Times*, internal documents from the Alabama disinformation project suggest that the intent was specifically to “enrage and energize Democrats” and “depress turnout” among Republicans. The documents boast, for instance, of “radicalizing Democrats with a Russian bot scandal.” They also make clear that the effort was modeled on “the tactics now understood to have influenced the 2016 elections.” Even accepting that some of those involved may have viewed the effort as a mere experiment, carrying out in such a test the midst of a live election raises obvious and
On January 7, 2019, the Times reported on a second project aimed at Moore in 2017. Revolving around a Facebook page titled Dry Alabama purported to be run by Baptist supporters of Moore, it advocated the prohibition of alcohol in the state. The page was operated by Democrats who wanted to see Moore defeated.408 Its intention was apparently to exploit and intensify Republicans divisions between religious conservatives and business conservatives over restrictions on alcohol. One of those involved in the campaign said that its Facebook posts attracted 4.6 million views and 97,000 engagements.409

The Washington Post editorial board, commenting on the incident, concluded that a dangerous precedent had been set.410 Part of the solution, it urged, was for “candidates, political committees, big nongovernmental organizations and others” to “pledge not to engage in inauthentic activity, just as the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee promised not to promote hacked material in the 2018 midterms.”411

Both operations demonstrate the risk that domestic actors will adopt tactics pioneered by foreign governments for manipulating elections and that such tactics may come to be seen as acceptable—even necessary—campaign tools. Matt Osborne, a progressive activist who participated in Dry Alabama, said that he thought deceptions like the one he engaged in should be banned, but in the meantime, “if you don’t do it, you’re fighting with one hand tied behind your back. You have a moral imperative to do this—to do whatever it takes.”412

More broadly, the use of false flag tactics, as allegedly occurred in Alabama, risks further alienating Americans from the idea that there is any objective truth in politics whatsoever. Sowing such confusion makes it increasingly difficult for voters to distinguish true information from false, posing both a threat to the free expression right of individuals to access information, and to the integrity of our elections.

Blurred Boundaries: Disinformation, Satire, and Negative Ads

Before the election, several news outlets, including The New York Times, asked their audiences to send in examples of election-related misinformation. The Times received over 4,000 examples.413 Among them were clear examples of disinformation, while others were less definitive. For instance, both Republicans and Democrats had created Facebook pages that attacked their candidates’ opponents. The National Republican Senatorial Committee had produced pages including The Real Heidi Heitkamp, against the Democratic senator from North Dakota, who lost; Millionaire Claire, against the Democratic senator from Missouri, who also lost; and Radical Kyrsten, against the Democrat who ultimately won the Arizona Senate seat. The liberal PAC For our Future, meanwhile, created The Real Mike DeWine, against the successful Republican gubernatorial candidate for Ohio. While most of the accounts normally displayed a picture of the criticized candidates as their profile picture, a review of the content of the accounts made reasonably clear that they were intended as spoofs mounted by critics.

Each of these pages essentially functioned as a running series of attack ads, criticizing the candidate’s record, positions, or qualifications. “Millionaire Claire,” for example, featured a series of captioned photos and videos slamming Senator McCaskill for her purported opposition to tax reform and her purported personal wealth.414 The Times pointed out that while such attack pages “don’t technically violate..."
Facebook’s rules” as long as the sponsoring organization’s name appears, such pages “can be confusing to the casual Facebook user scrolling through his or her feed.” The Times labeled the ads “potentially misleading.”

While PEN America agrees that these Facebook pages qualify as misleading, we do not consider them to be examples of fraudulent news. Social media accounts that depict themselves as a public figure in a way that is clearly intended to be a critical and satirical representation of that person do not attempt to deceive. There is a long tradition of political satire, in the form of comic sketches, cartoons, satirical writing, songs, and other types of content, that mocks public figures by impersonating them. Satire is a valued means of political expression, and the effort to crack down on deliberately misleading fraudulent news should avoid impinging upon it. In our previous report, we noted that satire does not constitute fraudulent news, even while acknowledging that a busy or distracted reader may mistakenly believe the satirical story to be real.

These impersonating Facebook pages may have triggered Times readers’ negative responses in part because they constituted negative attacks, which are widely perceived as dirty politics and which often make misleading or out-of-context claims in their efforts to tarnish a candidate. But for an advertisement or other piece of content to cross the line from conventional, long-accepted attacks to the realm of fraudulent news hinges on several factors: (1) whether the claims made are accurate or false; (2) whether the source of the attack is transparent and verifiable; (3) whether the content is intentionally deceitful; and (4) whether a reasonable voter can grasp the intent and meaning of the content.

There is a valuable debate to be had over hardball negative campaign tactics. But that is a separate, albeit related, conversation from the one about fraudulent news. Both misleading attack ads and fraudulent news threaten to chip away at the edifice of truth that unifies our public discourse, and it is appropriate to demand more from our politics. And when an attack is patently and demonstrably false, it should indeed be called out as fraudulent. But, particularly when we ask technology companies and our government to “do something” about fraudulent news, we must keep our definitions clear and narrowly bounded in order to minimize the risk that this “something” will end up being an act of political censorship.

**Political Moments and Fraudulent News**

In a New York Times article summarizing the responses it received after calling on readers to share examples of election misinformation, tech reporter Kevin Roose described misinformation that “coalesces around major news events in what could be called ‘hoax floods,’ often adding to highly charged partisan conversations.” The two most prominent examples in this election cycle centered around the contentious confirmation hearings for Brett Kavanaugh, who faced allegations of sexual assault, and the so-called caravan of Central American migrants who were purportedly marching toward the U.S. border and became the subject of significant commentary from President Trump and conservative media.

The Times devoted two separate articles to debunking “viral rumors” about Kavanaugh’s accusers.

The rumors primarily focused on Professor Christine Blasey Ford, who testified at Kavanaugh’s hearing that he had assaulted her when they were both in high school. The fraudulent information included attempts to link Blasey Ford and another accuser, Deborah Ramirez, to prominent philanthropist George Soros, bogeyman of countless conspiracy theories. A photo that circulated on social media claimed to show Ford with Soros but actually showed him with Ukrainian human rights activist Lyudmyla Kozlovska.

Another article published on the website Big League Politics claimed that Ramirez had received a fellowship from Soros’s Open Society Foundations in 2013, though it was a different woman by the same name who had received the fellowship. The article was eventually deleted. Another one, posted on the news site Grabien, claimed that Blasey Ford’s students had rated her poorly on Rate My Professors...
but had confused her with a similarly named professor at a different university. This article was picked up by the Drudge Report, re-posted under the all-caps headline “Christine Ford’s Students Savage Her in Reviews,” and shared on Facebook by Fox News host Laura Ingraham, who later deleted it. Grabien posted a correction and apology and retracted the article, which now appears with strikethrough text. Several conservative news sites, including The Gateway Pundit, published a fraudulent claim that Kavanaugh’s mother, herself a judge, had once ruled against Blasey Ford’s parents in a foreclosure case, causing them to lose their house. Although CBS News and Snopes quickly proved that Judge Martha Kavanaugh’s ruling had in fact allowed the Blaseys to keep their house, the false claim remains on The Gateway Pundit, albeit with an update citing CBS News’s findings. The sloppiness and skirting of basic protocols of verification evidenced in these articles resulted in the irresponsible and damaging dissemination of falsehoods over a hot-button issue of the election cycle.

The fraudulent news about the so-called migrant caravan sought to send a message that a band of invaders posed an imminent danger to Americans. It was stoked by President Trump’s frequent tweets, which had the clear intention of making the caravan a central election issue. CNN pointed out that, “from October 16 to November 6—aka Election Day—President Donald Trump sent 45 tweets mentioning the ‘border’ between the United States and Mexico.” But in the eight days following the election, he did not tweet once about the caravan and made only a single reference to the border. Perhaps Trump’s most notorious claim came in an October 22 tweet in which he wrote, without evidence, that “unknown Middle Easterners” were part of the caravan. This falsehood appears to have originated with remarks made earlier in October by Guatemalan President Jimmy Morales, who said that Guatemala had detained terrorists from the Islamic State on its territory and deported them to their country of origin (thereby making it impossible for them to be in the caravan). Morales did not make a connection to the caravan; that idea seems to have come from Fox News’s coverage of his remarks. Days later, on October 25, the Republican Senate candidate in Maine, Eric Brakey, tweeted a baseless claim that Islamic State operatives in Central America were planning to infiltrate “refugee communities” to enter “western countries.”

On Facebook, a post shared thousands of times displayed photos that were said to depict bloodied Mexican police “being brutalized by members of this caravan.” The photographer later clarified on Facebook that the photos were taken in Mexico in 2012 during “a confrontation between students and police.” Another conspiracy theory spread the baseless claim that George Soros was funding the caravan. A video, which showed members of the caravan receiving money, was tweeted by President Trump and used to promote the Soros conspiracy theory. Other posts suggested that support for the caravan was coming from the United Nations or from Democrats.

In December 2018, Buzzfeed reported that fraudulent news may have actually birthed and expanded the caravan. An imposter Facebook account purporting to belong to a prominent Honduran activist and journalist spread false claims—primarily through Facebook Messenger—that well-known local groups were organizing a caravan (a not unprecedented act for migrants who sought safety in numbers). The messages may have swelled the migrant contingent’s ranks, which eventually grew to more than 7,000 people. These hoax floods underscore the way fraudulent news flourishes in an atmosphere of polarization—a phenomenon that agents of Russian disinformation appear to already understand and revel in, and that American social media users, including prominent politicians, are increasingly exploiting as well.

Voting and Election Day Disinformation
Fraudulent information is a problem that stretches well beyond the boundaries of any one particular
However, perhaps the most dangerous form of fraudulent news are the fraudulent claims that directly relate to Election Day itself, eroding Americans’ appreciation for the sanctity of the voting process and directly affecting our ability not only to make an informed voting decision, but to even know when, where, and how to vote.

On Election Day—which is after all a very specific window of time—fraudulent news featured or shared on social media is well-placed to outstrip the efforts of fact-checkers who might otherwise have more time to debunk fake stories. Twitter, in particular, is perhaps more likely to host disinformation on Election Day itself, given the platform’s focus on immediate and bite-sized commentary. The Brennan Center for Justice, in its review of online voter suppression during the 2018 elections—with “voter suppression” referring to fraudulent news as well as other tactics designed to suppress voter turnout—declared that they found notable online suppression campaigns “especially” on Twitter. In its Retrospective Review of the midterm elections, Twitter reported, “The vast majority of violative content we removed from our service on Election Day was voter suppressive content,” amounting to 6,000 tweets.

Below is a sampling of social media disinformation aimed at dampening turnout, spreading fear of nonexistent voter fraud, or stoking distrust in the voting process:

- Posts on Facebook stated that Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents were patrolling the polls looking for undocumented citizens. In apparent response to this disinformation, ICE tweeted once in October and again on Election Day: “ICE does not patrol or conduct enforcement operations at polling locations. Any flyers or advertisements claiming otherwise are false.” Facebook removed the posts.

- Twitter posts and Facebook posts listed the wrong date for Election Day. An analysis from the Brennan Center for Justice noted that incorrect Election Day information was a “very common” tactic within Twitter posts sharing fraudulent news, with some even helping to popularize the hashtag #votenovember7th... a strange example of a hashtag both promoting and itself containing fraudulent news, in less than 20 characters.

- The Brennan Center also revealed that, while they did not find many examples of paid Facebook ads engaging in voter suppression, one paid ad that ran in Kansas—reportedly sponsored by a Republican candidate for office and targeting women—falsely claimed that voters would need a birth certificate or naturalization document to register, even though the law that had supposedly put such a requirement in place had already been invalidated by the courts.

- In North Dakota, where Democrat Heidi Heitkamp eventually lost her Senate seat to Republican Kevin Cramer, beginning five days before the election a Facebook ad appeared that said people risked losing out-of-state hunting licenses if they voted in North Dakota. While the ad was labeled as paid for by the North Dakota Democratic Party, it originated from a site with no obvious affiliation to the party. The North Dakota Democratic Party did not respond to a request for comment from Buzzfeed, which reported the story. PEN America also attempted to contact the North Dakota Democratic Party, but received no response. The North Dakota Republican Party called the ad an effort at voter suppression.

- Multiple Facebook memes recirculated a years-old false claim that George Soros owns a
The memes attracted anti-Semitic comments from users; Soros is frequently the target of anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. The same falsehood was spread during the 2016 and 2012 election campaigns. While not necessarily intended to sway the outcome of particular contests, such claims appear designed to undermine public trust in the integrity of the election.

- An Election Day tweet claimed to include video of voter fraud, with the text, “More voter fraud in Ohio. Why is it that all the errors are always the Democrats? Because the only way they can win is if they cheat!! This madness needs to stop.” The video spread quickly, amassing 95,000 views. It depicted a voting machine that appeared to be printing out results that did not match the voter’s selection. The Franklin County Board of Elections issued a statement to clarify: “After reviewing the video and our Election Day Issue Tracking software, we determined that particular machine had a paper jam and was taken off line. The voter in question was moved to another machine and cast their vote with no issues.” (The statement is no longer on the Franklin County website.) The user behind the original tweet shared the clarification as well. BuzzFeed contacted Facebook, which had also posted the video and subsequently removed it from Facebook and Instagram. Despite notifications to Twitter, the video stayed on the site throughout Election Day. Claire Wardle, a disinformation expert, explained that this was probably because the video itself was “true,” meaning that it had not been doctored; it was the lack of context and the attached commentary claiming voter fraud were misleading. “It’s the tactical part that should give them reason to take it down,” Wardle said. “Twitter should think about the content that emerges on Election Day that tries to influence the vote.”

- Several viral Election Day tweets made false claims about undocumented immigrants voting. One used photos from a 2014 event to claim that citizens’ militias at the U.S. border were detaining busloads of “illegals” who were “HEADED TO THE POLLS!!!” Another falsely claimed that two busloads of “illegals” were stopped “with ‘Beto’ signs” and implied that they were being paid to vote. That tweet was by Larry Schweikart, a retired history professor at the University of Dayton and coauthor of A Patriot’s History of the United States. “I’m only countering what goes on on the other side,” Schweikart told BuzzFeed, adding that he wouldn’t mind if the information was fake news. “The New York Times has yet to retract one in a billion articles so, no, it wouldn’t bother me.”

When BuzzFeed asked Schweikart if he was concerned about spreading falsehoods, he said no: “Hey, fake news, right?” His contention that disinformation on one side justifies retaliatory disinformation from the other is a perspective that could easily become more common in the years ahead. This suggests a troubling future trajectory for political information wars where another party’s alleged use of disinformation excuses one’s own, and where fraudulent news becomes not an abhorrent lie but a morally justifiable tactic. Such rationalizations, it is easy to conclude, are further enabled by President Trump’s condemnation of wide swaths of the media as “fake news,” for no other reason than that he disagrees with their coverage. If a large segment of the American public believes that many of the most prestigious news outlets are actively disseminating disinformation, why shouldn’t they be allowed to do the same?

This challenge underscores a fundamental truth about the way forward in addressing fraudulent news. Technical solutions from internet platforms can play a major role, and government action—tightly circumscribed by respect for the First Amendment—may also be warranted in certain areas. Ultimately, however, the work of fighting fraudulent news depends on restoring trust in our civic systems, working constructively to heal the painful divisions that others seek to exploit, encouraging media literacy, and renewing our shared commitment to the truth.
RECOMMENDATIONS

That politics and elections inspire participants to twist the truth is not news. But the migration of our political discourse from the realms and rhythms of television, print media, and snail mail to the digital arena has given rise to new tools of opinion shaping that are fast evolving and hard to fully absorb. The 2016 election laid bare the potential for these new tools to exert stealthy and powerful influence on public opinion and, inevitably, voter behavior. The 2018 midterms showed how foreign actors are increasing their sophistication, and how these tools risk becoming more mainstream within domestic politics. And the coming years will inevitably be a period of trial and error as regulators, tech companies, parties, campaigns, and voters learn to navigate this new landscape.

As we look ahead to the presidential elections in 2020, it is clear that the scope and nature of the threat will both expand and evolve. The Director of National Intelligence’s 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment stated that “our adversaries and strategic competitors probably already are looking to the 2020 US elections as an opportunity to advance their interests,” and identified the use of disinformation, online influence operations, and deepfakes as among the key risks. A report by Politico in February 2019 confirmed that such efforts are likely already underway, specifically targeting current or prospective Democratic presidential candidates with disinformation and misrepresentations of their views, and seemingly coordinated in a similar manner to attacks carried out by the Internet Research Agency in 2016. Politico reported on analysis done by Guardians.ai, a tech company that fights information warfare, which found that the core set of accounts involved in spreading this information matched the accounts Guardians.ai had found had been active in spreading disinformation around voter fraud in 2018. The Politico article also described the campaigns as “ill-equipped” to defend against these attacks. The imperative for all campaigns and parties to take the threat of disinformation and influence operations seriously is clear, and urgent.

The danger that Americans’ political views may be manipulated from without is real and alarming. But alongside it stands another, perhaps more insidious threat: that the architecture of our political system will collapse from within, a casualty of the erosion of truth and, ultimately, a widespread sense of resignation about the very existence of truth. Such a public posture is well-known in authoritarian settings, where media is distrusted and elections are widely regarded as illegitimate and meaningless. As the incidents documented in this report illustrate, there is already evidence that domestic political actors—whether individual politicians, parties, outside groups, or individuals—increasingly see deliberate, orchestrated disinformation as a necessary political tool. The notion that political actors have no choice but to fight fire with fire could lead to a deeply destructive spiral that debases our political discourse, making clear the urgency of taking action now.

In Faking News, PEN America’s recommendations focused heavily on the role of news consumers, postulating that “measures to address the crisis of truth should first and foremost center on enabling and equipping people to derive, discern, and digest information in ways that gird against the influence of mendacious publication.” We continue to believe that empowered consumers of information are society’s best defense against the scourge of fraudulent news and attempts to undermine the role of truth in our society. We are also cognizant that despite calls from us and others for the widespread implementation of news literacy curricula to inoculate a rising generation against false information, progress is slow and the issue has yet to win the broad recognition of urgency required to finance and mount such an effort. In the meantime, and probably beyond, tech giants, journalists, candidates, political parties, and legislators all have decisive roles to play in defending against fraudulent news. As we look ahead to the 2020 elections, here are PEN America’s recommendations to each of them.

We continue to believe that the spread of fraudulent news must not become a mandate for government or corporate censorship. At the same time, it is clear that many stakeholders feel both pressured and compelled to act, and that the public is looking to technology companies in particular to solve the problem. The actions taken by technology companies in the past year range from common sense policies that help consumers make more informed choices to aggressive, automated removals of accounts that have had an unintentional but nonetheless unacceptable censorious result. Tech companies may be taking action both as a response to user anger and as a way to preempt government regulation, but in doing so they face a dual risk of either implementing only cosmetic changes or overreaching in ways that restrict freedom of expression. A look at the breadth of solutions implemented by technology platforms to assess and respond to fraudulent information and political ads on the platforms suggests that, while both human and automated review are subject to bias, some combination of the two is likely
the most reasonable approach. It is imperative that the companies that host such a vast portion of the political debate supplement their current tools with greater numbers of qualified, trained, and sufficiently supported personnel to evaluate content, exercise judgment, and adapt to fast-changing threats.

Foreign influence operations, particularly those that attempt to distort electoral outcomes, are a genuine concern of government actors and all Americans. But with little transparency about the growing coordination between government and technology companies and a host of outstanding questions about surveillance, privacy, and censorship, the role of law enforcement merits sustained and intensive scrutiny. Greater transparency is paramount.

PEN America remains wary of legislative solutions to fraudulent news, as the risk of content-based censorship and viewpoint discrimination is high. In particular, we continue to oppose legislative efforts to penalize online platforms for failing to remove certain types of fraudulent content. At the same time, Congress has a significant role to play. If crafted carefully, laws aimed at inducing companies to label advertising, conclusively verify the identities of significant customers, ferret out disinformation operations, and expand disclosure can restore and protect free expression. Congressional oversight, however, must be well-informed, and any legislative actions must be narrowly-bounded.

It is critical that credible news media outlets continue to uphold and exemplify the tenets of professional journalism, and they must work to make the process of professional journalism transparent to news consumers, lest their efforts to survive in the digital age end up hastening the devaluation of the currency of credible information. Around elections, efforts to catalog and fact check fraudulent news and disinformation are important and should continue, but should be carried out in real time so that voters have as much information as possible in advance of Election Day.

During elections, individual candidates, political parties, and party committees have a critical and fundamental role in protecting the integrity of our civic discourse and the public’s ability to make informed decisions about who will represent them. Particularly as domestic disinformation becomes more common, political actors will have to make public and unmistakable commitments to uphold the truth as part of their responsibility to the citizens they serve or seek to serve. PEN America endorses the proposal put forward by The Washington Post’s editorial board that candidates should pledge not to utilize fraudulent news as a political tactic and we believe that political parties and party committees should make the same commitment. We also recognize the work of Authentic Elections, a project started by media researcher Justin Hendrix, in sketching out several potential items to include in such a pledge, and we support the site’s efforts to start a conversation about the need for a pledge through the hashtag #authenticlections. Below, PEN America provides its own model pledge, intended as a starting point for such a commitment. We hope that candidates, parties, and party committees will commit to such a pledge as we enter the 2020 campaign season.

Fraudulent news, either homegrown or foreign, is just one piece of the larger challenge of an evolving ecosystem of how people receive and process news and information. For that reason, empowering individual news consumers to be informed and sophisticated in their ability to evaluate information remains the linchpin in the fight against fraudulent news. It was to this end that PEN America developed the News Consumers’ Bill of Rights and Responsibilities, which was published with our Faking News report in 2017. Empowering corporations or government as the leaders in solving this problem risks making them the arbiters of truth. Instead, that role must lie with the individual who will make the ultimate decision about what to believe or not believe, what to share or not to share. Multiple actors have a role to play in creating the enabling environment for individuals to understand the risks and how to defend against them, but especially in the context of elections, it is the individual voter who will ultimately decide what political tactics become acceptable, and which are rejected.

As we look ahead to the 2020 elections, no participant in the political ecosystem can avoid being on notice that fraudulent news and information represent a serious risk. Technology companies that have until now been experimenting with tools and methods now need to synthesize what they have learned to prevent their platforms from continuing to enable the subversion of American democracy. They must overcome their propensity to over-rely on automated solutions, recognizing their clear limitations and augmenting such efforts with a force of trained individuals who can apply human judgment—genuine rather than artificial intelligence—to make the difficult, real-time decisions necessary to counter fraudulent information while minimizing infringements on free speech.
• Support narrowly tailored legislative requirements for the disclosure of online political advertising sources and for transparency in how ads are targeted.

• Support state and local efforts to combat the spread of election- and candidate-related disinformation and help respond to local cybersecurity concerns leading up to Election Day.

FOR POLICY MAKERS, CIVIL SOCIETY, SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS, AND NEWS OUTLETS

• Recognize, describe, and treat fraudulent news as an ongoing threat to the health of our civic discourse and democratic system, no matter its source.

• Stand in defense of professional news media and freedom of the press.

• Oppose government efforts that would impinge on free expression by requiring platforms to act as the ultimate arbiters of truth.

• Educate news consumers and voters on their rights and responsibilities and how to access credible election-related information.475

FOR POLICY MAKERS

The president and executive branch officials should:

• Establish that countering fraudulent efforts to influence U.S. elections is a matter of national security.

• Foster coordination across government agencies to share information and strategies to address foreign election influence operations and other election-related fraud.

• Press tech companies to provide adequate resources for efforts to counter election-related disinformation.

Legislators should:

• Establish a federal, bipartisan, independent, high-ranking commission to research, analyze, and propose solutions to help combat the spread of disinformation.

• Avoid broad legislation that overregulates online content or compels technology companies to adjudicate what is true and what is false.

• Support narrowly tailored legislative requirements for the disclosure of online political advertising sources and for transparency in how ads are targeted.

• Support state and local efforts to combat the spread of election- and candidate-related disinformation and help respond to local cybersecurity concerns leading up to Election Day.

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES MUST

• Ensure that their efforts to safeguard electoral integrity and defend against fraudulent news and influence operations—including through coordination with technology companies—do not infringe on the free expression rights of individuals.

FOR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

• In preparation for the 2020 election, immediately recruit and employ substantial teams of lawyers, advertising experts, linguists, graphics experts and election experts in numbers sufficient to materially augment still-developing and experimental AI and algorithmic approaches, bringing a trained, expert human eye to content, taking proactive approaches and making discerning judgments between legitimate expression and fraudulent information.

• Ensure that efforts to counter fraudulent content adhere to a narrow definition of “demonstrably false information that is being presented as fact in an effort to deceive the public.”

• Increase transparency in decision making, including rulings about the removal of content or accounts.

• Ensure that all content moderation is conducted with adherence to clear community standards and carried out in a manner that respects and upholds users’ rights.
• Ensure that appeal mechanisms are clear and accessible, involve the independent review of initial decision making, and include access to readily contactable, trained human interlocutors available on hotlines to answer election-related questions and deal with issues as they arise.

• Ensure that efforts to increase political ad transparency do not infringe on protected political speech.

• Increase transparency in coordination with law enforcement and intelligence agencies, making clear to users what types of information may be shared and under what conditions.

• Uphold user privacy policies when coordinating or information-sharing with government agencies.

• Continue efforts to improve coordination with academics and researchers so that all relevant stakeholders can better understand the spread of fraudulent news on social media platforms, the way it is weaponized during elections, and its effect on the public.

• Provide frequent public updates on new challenges and platform policies concerning fraudulent news and false information.

• Continue and expand support for professional journalism.

• End programs to embed staff in political campaigns as technical advisers, to avoid conflicts of interest and ensure that coordination with campaigns is focused on safeguarding information and users.

**FOR NEWS AND MEDIA OUTLETS**

• Continue to rigorously investigate and write about the harms posed by the spread of fraudulent news, to hold perpetrators responsible, and to examine and investigate the actions taken by technology companies in response.

• Continue to document and debunk fraudulent news regularly and particularly in the context of electoral campaigns.

• Prioritize making news-gathering operations more transparent for consumers, including finding new ways to educate readers about how professional journalism is done.

• Particularly in the context of elections, clearly label different types of content as reporting, commentary, opinion, analysis, etc., ensuring that such labels travel with content as it is posted and shared across the internet.

**FOR CANDIDATES AND POLITICAL PARTIES**

• Refrain from deploying fraudulent news as a political tactic and from encouraging affiliated groups to participate in disinformation campaigns.

• Unequivocally denounce the use of fraudulent news by others, including supporters and members of your party, and including when it is used against political opponents.

• Encourage campaigns and party organs to commit to rejecting fraudulent news and disinformation tactics.

• Adopt, and endorse, a public document formalizing the commitment to these principles (see Appendix I for PEN America’s proposed Model Pledge).
Appendix I

PEN AMERICA
MODEL PLEDGE
AGAINST
FRAUDULENT
NEWS

As public servants, figures placed in a position of authority in American politics, and aspirants to positions of public trust, we recognize our solemn duty to the American people to promote and uphold the highest standards of public service in our party’s candidates. This duty includes a respect for the truth. The American people deserve leaders who are committed to the value of truth in our public discourse, regardless of political affiliation or ideology.

Fraudulent news—demonstrably false information that is being presented as fact in an effort to deceive the public—is harmful to our democracy. We denounce fraudulent news as contrary to the values of our republic and disrespectful to our citizens, who rely on factual information to make reasoned decisions. We recognize that fraudulent news is illegitimate and abhorrent, and must never become an acceptable political tactic.

Accordingly, we publicly pledge:

1. To refrain from creating, disseminating, promoting, or encouraging fraudulent news. In situations where we have mistakenly shared or promoted news that we later learn to be fraudulent, we will acknowledge our mistake and make a prominent public statement that such news is false.

2. To insist that our party’s candidates for public office make similar commitments.

3. To denounce fraudulent news—including when it is directed at a political opponent or promoting a political cause that we support.

4. To reject the support of those who deliberately create or disseminate fraudulent news, regardless of their role in our causes or campaigns.

5. To refuse to endorse any candidate for public office who has disseminated fraudulent news or has refused to condemn fraudulent news disseminated by any organization supporting their candidacy.
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